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Opinion    • Joe gets sick and snotty 
City • Republican announces candidacy 
Sports    • Hock team host Lake Superior this weekend     7 
This Week in Reality 
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Washington    4 
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Philadelphia   3 
Montreal 2 
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Forensics team will 
host tournament 
The University Forensics 
Team will host the Ohio Fo- 
rensic Association State 
Novice Tournament today 
and Saturday. 
Events, which will run 
from 1 to 9 p.m. today and 
7 JO am. to 8 p.m. Saturday, 
will feature individual 
speeches and Lincoln- 
Douglas debates. 
The tournament Is open to 
the public. Visitors should 
check In at the registration 
table located outside Eva 
Marie Saint Theatre on the 





The University Theatre 
Department has announced 
open auditions for "The 
Shorts Festival '96," a selec- 
tion of one-act plays com- 
bining comedy and serious 
drama. 
Auditions have been set 
for 7 p.m. Monday and 
Tuesday In 402 University 




I made a commit- 
ment to the presi- 
dent that I was in 
this for the long 
{hall." 
-Charles Middleton, 







The BC News 
The University's new vice 
president for Academic Affairs 
said he is ready to join and help 
build a better University com- 
munity. 
Charles Middleton, who agreed 
to take the position Tuesday, said 
he is ready to settle down in 
Bowling Green. 
"This Is an opportunity to go 
indefinitely into the future," 
Middleton said. "I made a com- 
mitment to the president that I 
was in this for the long hall." 
Middleton said the Universi- 
ty's reputation and President 
Sidney Ribeau were two of the 
major reasons he showed inter- 
est In the job. 
"To be able to work with 
someone like [Ribeau] is always a 
plus in any job," Middleton said 
"I've never found a place whcwl n | 
wasn't content as long as the 
people were nice and friendly. 
Since I know the people around 
here are nice and friendly, I 
think I'll be happy here." 
Middleton said if he wanted 






The BC News 
A women's conference at the 
University started Thursday 
night and continues through this 
weekend featuring discussions, 
papers, exhibitions and lectures. 
Anyone Interested can attend 
the conference, titled "Feminist 
Generations," which Is free to 
University students and Bowling 
Green High School students. 
Ellen Berry, director of wom- 
en's studies, said the conference 
will be a learning experience for 
those who attend 
"There are a lot of reasons for 
students to attend because they 
will hear good papers, be able to 
hear from their peers and learn a 
lot because of the diverse top- 
ics," she said "It is also a good 
chance to Interact with others 
and show support and apprecia- 
tion for the work that went Into 
planning this." 
Berry said this conference is 
unique because it Is targeting a 
wide range of ages. 
"Women of all ages have things 
to say," she said "This academic 
conference is trying to reach all 
age groups, and it is very diverse 
Sec WOMEN, page (ix. 
Freddie Falcon proves why Big Bird never played basketball as 
be goes O-everythlng from 3-polnt range at half-time at Satur- 
Jon Raabach/TW BC Ntwi 
day's men's basketball game. See page seven for details about 
upcoming games this weekend. 
Task force plans Building Community sessions 
,   Jay Young 
The BG News 
A University task force Is go- 
ing to focus on February in a 
building community effort. 
The Building Community Task 
Force will have discussion ses- 
sions for all members of the Uni- 
versity community Feb. 5-9 in 
101 Olscamp Hall. The sessions, 
ranging from customer service 
to faculty and staff working 
together, will occur throughout 
the day. 
A total of 34 different topics 
will be discussed at a total of 177 
different times. Sandra MacNe- 
vin, special assistant to the 
president, said the discussion 
sessions will help the task force 
understand how students, staff 
and faculty feel. 
"That whole week will be non- 
stop focus groups," MacNevin 
said. "It is part of our charge to 
really gather information on the 
important issues facing the Uni- 
versity right now." 
MacNevin said each group will 
be led by a trained facilitator. 
She said a recorder, either hu- 
man or machine, will document 
each discussion. 
University President Sidney 
Ribeau said it is very important 
for everyone to participate in the 
week of discussion 
"I think it is really important, 
because if there are things that 
we can do to be better the only 
people who know that are the 
people who  feel that It  is not 
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E.A.R.tothe 
Ground... 
In the 1920s, the North Carolina government con- 
victed an innocent deaf and mute man for rape, and 
then castrated him. Then, he was locked up in a mental 
hospital for 69 years. Although the charges were 
dropped in the 1970s, he was just recently released. 
Now, the state is trying to "make amends" by giving 
him a cottage and round-the-clock care. 
That's right, a cottage and round-the<lock care. 
Call E.A.R. a little crazy, but the trade-off seems kinda 
exteme. Cottage vs. testicles? What man would want a 
cottage instead? 
• ** 
What could be better than two guys cracking really 
bad jokes while repairing old furniture? 
Nothing. 
For those of you who haven't heard of the television 
show "Furniture on the Mend," and there are plenty of 
you out there, you are now advised. 
It's the best show out right now. If s the poor man's 
"This Old House," only better, and it's on every day at 
2:30 on cable station 36. 
*** 
Someone needs to control the rugrats at the Rec. They 
run around screaming and yelling and running into peo- 
ple. 
You know, it's all fun and games until someone gets 
hurt. 
*** 
Rumor has it that John du Pont, who shot a former 
Olympic wrestling champion, may have to disband his 
wrestling training center. 
But that's okay, where he's going there'll be plenty of 
guys who like to "wrassle." 
*** 
Memo to the folks crapping in the elevators in Offen- 
hauen 
:  Get a life. 
The BG News 
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Snot freezes to lip; lands in hand 
"What do you mean we're out 
of chicken noodle soup?" I asked 
as my heart beat faster than a 13 
year-old boy. 
Yes, ladles and gentlemen, I 
am sick again, and it sucks. Ex- 
actly one year ago, I plunked out 
a piece on Illness, and it seems 
we've come to that time of year 
again. 
My snot goes tearing through 
tissues like Newt Gingrich in an 
orphanage. My head pounds like 
a bass drum. My lungs ache. And 
when I walked to class today, my 
mucus froze to my upper Up, 
formed a solid and had to be 
peeled off like Elmer's glue from 
a gradeschoolers hand. 
One thing you have to say for 
sick people, they want the whole 
world to know their Illness. I 
found myself trying to work it 
into every conversation. 
Sometimes slyly: "What does 
anyone think about the psycho- 
graphics of the average Rolex 
buyer?" my marketing professor 
would ask. 
"I bet he would be young, 
healthy and virile. I would 
usually fit in, but now I'm a bit 
under the weather..." 
Sometimes not so slyly: "Hey 
my philosophy teacher, Eugene, 
is a really cool guy," my friend 
would say. 
"My head feels snotty," I 
would reply. 
To make matters worse, I hate 
going to doctors. There's some- 
thing about a doctor that just 
smacks of giving in. It's like say- 
ing, "my body is not good enough 
to heal itself." 
I hate the way you have to pay 
them, yet they treat you like an 
employee.*I hate the way they 
condescend. I hate the way they 
don't warm their hands before 
they... 
Actually, I'm just afraid of 
needles. 
So my friends, peers, class- 
mates and co-workers are stuck 
hearing these stories until some- 
thing drastic happens. 
That something came at an 
interview I had this past week. I 
went like this: I followed the 
rules of proper business attire. I 
came into the room as confident 
as can be. I even got my hair cut. 
Everything was going great. 
Until I sneezed, catching it in 
my hand. Right as I was about to 
shake hands and conclude the 
interview. 
If you think about it, there's 
nothing you can do with "sneeze 
waste products" once they've ar- 
rived on your hand. You can wipe 
it on your socks, but I didht think 
that would be appropriate. Or 
you could wipe it on your pants, 
but I figured that didn't look too 
professional either. 
So I just offered her my hand 
and pretended It never happened. 
"Do you want a tissue?" she 
asked, staring at my outstreched 
hand. "Are you sick?" 
"Uh, yeah.'' 
"Why don't you go see a doc- 
tor?" 
"Giving in ... employee ... my 
body good," I mumbled, floun- 
dering for a good explanation. 
"I'll call as soon as I get home." 
"Hello, Health Center," the 
nurse said, answering the phone. 
"Yes, is this the place I call to 
get drugs that will make me feel 
better?" I asked. Remember, I 
don't go to the doctor too often. 
"No, sir - Try your neighbors, 
they always seem to have the 
good stuff," the helpful attendant 
replied. 
"No, no, antibiotic drugs, the 
type that'll make me not so sick," 
I clarified. 
"There's a two hour waiting list 
for walk-ins," she offered. 
"If I come there now, can I get 
drugs by the end of the day?" I 
asked with a gleam of hope in my 
voice. 
"Yes." 
"See you in five minutes." 
So I arrived at the highly 
touted Health Center and was 
ushered into the waiting room. At 
first, I was slightly amused by 
the attitudes of the "long timers" 
who had been awaiting treat- 
ment 
"This place looks like a Bos- 
nian refugee camp!" scouted one 
disgruntled youth. Sick people 
have a way of blowing things out 
of proportion. 
And he would have been right, 
assuming Bosnian refugees were 
housed on upholstered chairs and 
looked like a bunch of well-fed 
middle class white kids with a 
case of the sniffles. 
Anyway, four hours later, I 
found myself admitted to doctor- 
ville. Shortly thereafter, I was 
seen by the nurse. 
"What seems to be the prob- 
lem, son?" she asked. 
"Snot, ma'am, and plenty of it." 
"So you have excessive nasal 
drainage?" she said, trying to be 
helpful. 
I love the health care profes- 
sionals; they always have the 
cutest little words for every situ- 
ation. For instance, conjunctivi- 
tis Isn't just called pink eye. A 
cardiac arrest isn't a heart at- 
tack. And a prostate exam isn't 
called a "prison probe." 
But that's probably for the 
best. 
In the time I was left alone, I 
was able to browse through two 
leaflets on safe sex, one leaflet on 
the dangers of sex, and one advo-. 
eating voluntary abstinence. 
Then, right as I was busy trying 
to locate something for my invo- 
luntary abstinence, the doctor 
arrived. 
She listened to my chest, poked 
in my ear, looked down my 
throat, and finally gave the drugs 
that I craved. 
However, that was on Monday. 
It's now Thursday evening, and I 
still feel like crap. 
So thanks for listening. 
Send chicken noodle soup, 
please. 
Joe Peiffer is the Friday col- 
umnist for The BG News. He has 
taken ill this week and could find 
nothing better to describe his 
feelings than last year's column - 
that's how sick he was. You can 
send soup donat'ons. to jpei- 
ffe@bgnet.bgsu.edu 
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ENVS students are 
in need of respect 
This letter is intended to clear 
up misunderstandings which 
have resulted from rumor and 
hearsay concerning the Envi- 
ronmental Studies programs and 
its relationship to departments. 
ENVS programs, whether Envi- 
ronmental Policy and Analysis or 
Environmental Science, are In- 
terdisciplinary. Both programs 
combine some background in 
science with social, political and 
ethical aspects of the environ- 
ment Departments tend to con- 
centrate on single disciplines. 
The curricula are very different, 
but students of both fill much 
needed aspects in the environ- 
mental field. 
The ENVS Advisory Commit- 
tee, which is made up of repre- 
sentatives from 12 departments 
and two students, has been meet- 
ing regularly. It is a very dedi- 
cated committee charged with 
overseeing and improving ENVS 
programs and maintaining the in- 
terdisciplinary   character   of 
ENVS. The committee has been 
working to foster more coop- 
eration between many depart- 
ments and ENVS. Environmental 
studies requires a balance of 
technical and policy expertise. 
Binding ENVS too closely to any 
one department would detract 
from the programs' interdisci- 
plinary strength. Therefore co- 
operation and participation in 
ENVS programs by many de- 
partments is essential. 
Mr. Cobb and bis dedicated 
staff have built a very successful 
program and deserve much cred- 
it. I did not seek the directorship 
of ENVS, but agreed to become 
the director at the request of the 
dean of Arts and Sciences. My 
potential studies and other envi- 
ronmental problems in northwest 
Ohio. 
If anyone has questions about 
ENVS, please contact me to get 
the facts before making hasty 
decisions and public comments 
about our programs. 
Joseph Mancuso 




I came to BGSU because of the 
environmental studies program. 
I was offended by Mr. Evans' 
remarks about environmental 
science students. The interdisci- 
plinary nature of the program 
enables students to pursue a well 
rounded education in the social 
and hard sciences. To say that 
environmental students are defi- 
cient in science and mathematics 
is simply not true. Our program 
requires calculus, chemistry 125 
and biology 204 and 205, just to 
name a few. Students can focus 
on a particular area of study (I 
myself focus on geology) while 
still taking courses in all sciences 
to gain an understanding of each 
and how they relate. 
Although I appreciate Mr. 
Evans' valiant attempt to lead us 
"proud and ignorant" environ- 
mental studies students down the 
right path, (see article Jan. 18, 
1996), I would like to inform him 
that many of us are already well 
on our way. I believe the students 
are the "people best equipped to 
judge whether or not a program 
adequately prepares" them. As 
students, we should be allowed to 
take part in critical decisions 
that impact our education. The 
fact that we have been excluded 
from decision-making in the past 
is what has fueled this entire de- 
bate. I feel quite confident with 
my choice to be an Environmen- 
tal Science major. 
Sarah Ogdahl 
B.G. City Councllperson 
Environmental Science 
City 
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Beauty 
JefTHInckJcyrrhc Assectattd Press 
Icicles hang from a drain pipe at Confluence Park on the Scloto River looking toward the downtown 
Columbus skyline. 
Republican announces candidacy 
Brandon Wray 
The BC News 
Republican Tim Brown has an- 
nounced that he will seek elec- 
tion to the Wood County Board of 
Commissioners. 
Brown, currently the Wood 
County representative to Con- 
gressman Paul Gillmor, will run 
against Democrat Alvln Perkins. 
Perkins has served Wood County 
for 20 years as commissioner. 
According to Brown, a Univer- 
sity graduate, the county is due 
for a change In leadership. 
"Mr. Perkins and I are both 
equally matched in our political 
resumes, but I think it's time for 
new, innovative leadership," 
Brown said. 
According to Brown, one of the 
goals of the campaign is to make 
government more user-friendly 
and available to the average citi- 
zen. 
"I want Wood County political 
proceedings to be available to 
more people. I'd like to move 
some of our usual daytime meet- 
ings to the evening hours or to 
the weekend, so people who have 
Jobs during the day can attend," 
Brown said. "I also want to move 
some of the annexation meetings 
to the townships or areas that are 
affected by the meeting. Right 
now, all proceedings are done at 
the courthouse here in Bowling 
Green." 
At Commissioner meetings. 
Brown also favors having an 
open agenda to allow citizens to 
voice their opinions. 
Some of the issues that Brown 
also considers central to his 
campaign are economics and 
making Wood County attractive 
to the students of the University. : 
"Farming   is   Wood   County's 
number one business, and we will 
continue to treat it as being vary i 
important to our economy. But' 
we also want to try to attract 
more   industry   to   the   area," 
Brown said. 
"Bowling Green students are 
very important to our communi- 
ty. Many students do excellent 
Jobs at Internships around the 
county and bring unique per- 
spectives and interesting ideas to 
the work environment," Brown 
said. "Also, many graduates who 
are from out of town stay in the 
area after graduation and get 
Jobs like I did." 
While at the University, Brown 
was senator in undergraduate 
student government and presi- 
dent of the College Republicans. 
Yap to seek Ohio House seat 
Pediatrician to run against Republican Randy Gardner 
Brandon Wray 
The BC News 
Dr. Antonio Yap is running as a 
Democrat for the Ohio House 
[District 4]in the state legislature 
against Republican Randy Gard- 
ner. 
Yap, who is originally from the 
Philippines, has been practicing 
medicine in the northwest Ohio 
area since 1960. He currently has 
a pediatrical practice In Maumee 
and lives in Middleton township. 
Yap decided to enter politics 
because it has been a life-long in- 
terest, said Al Baldwin, chairman 
of the Wood County Democratic 
Party. 
"Dr. Yap has always been in- 
terested in politics," Baldwin 
said. "He has talked about how he 
would do things if were he in pol- 
itics. Now that his children are 
grown, his family and friends 
have told him to basically put his 
money where his mouth is and 
give it a shot," Baldwin said. 
According to Baldwin, the is- 
sues that Yap will be concerned 
about are education and the 
health of Ohio children and fami- 
lies. 
"As a physician and non-career 
politician, I sincerely believe 
that I can bring a unique per- 
spective and make a meaningful 
contribution to those goals in the 
public policy arena which are 
dramatically Impacting Ohio fa- 
milies today," Yap said. 
Yap is very concerned with the , 
lack of attention being paid to 
higher education, Baldwin said. 
"If we want to protect this end 
of the state we need someone in 
Columbus who Is going to speak 
up for the local universities," 
Baldwin  said. 
Daughter drives 
her mom 'batty'   ;^§s 
^—    coupon 
Any Large 1 item 
Stuffed Crust Pizza 
with mozzarella cheese 
Police open house closes 
Few students attended, mostly parents and children 
Las Buse 
The BG News 
: Horses, fingerprints and pho- 
tographs.  No,  it's not the Pete 
Hose biography, it's the first an 
■nual Department of Safety Open 
;House. 
:   Since   Tuesday,   and   ending 
^Thursday, the campus police de- 
partment had its doors open to 
•the public for BGSU's "Safety 
.Awareness Week". 
:   Foremost   of   the  events   in- 
cluded   free   photographs   and 
•fingerprinting    for   children, 
-mounted   patrolman   Sergeant 
;Blackburn and his horse, Billy. 
;   "Sergeant Blackburn and the 
thorse was our most popular at- 
traction for the young, and also 
^students and parents," said Barb 
;Waddell, the public information 
^director for the campus police. 
;   According to Waddell, the fin- 
gerprints and photographs were 
jalso very popular. 
"I think these were good for 
the parent's own piece of mind. 
It's a form of indentification for 
their young ones," Waddell said. 
Linda Tracy, one of the phot- 
graphers, said that most kids 
really enjoyed getting pho- 
tographs. "All the kids loved 
having their picture taken, ex- 
cept one," said Tracy. "We had 
one three year old in here that 
kept crying and even kicked her 
mother." 
Another event that took place 
was the rape prevention and self 
defense presentation. 
"I am kind of disappointed with 
the turnout in light of the amount 
of rapes that occurred in the first 
semester," Waddell said. "I had 
hoped that RA.'s would come 
with groups of people, but only 
one person showed up in three 
days." 
The Associated Press 
SARDINIA, Ohio -- A 
16-year-old girl was charged 
Thursday with using a base- 
ball bat to beat her mother to 
death, the Brown County sher- 
iff said. 
Sheriff Wlndell Crawford 
said Jeri K. Bellamy, 41, was 
beaten in the head Wednesday 
during the assault at her 
home. She was pronounced 
dead at the Sardinia rescue 
squad building, Crawford said. 
Authorities declined to iden- 
tify the girl. She was charged 
with juvenile delinquency by 
reason of aggravated murder, 
county Prosecutor Alan Cor- 
binsaid. 
"Evidently, they had been 
having problems for some 
time," Crawford said. "Mom 
came home from work and 
met a ball bat, it looks like" 
He said his investigators re- 
covered the bat. 
The county coroner was 
conducting an autopsy. 
The girl appeared Thursday 
afternoon in Brown County 
Juvenile Court in Georgetown. 
A lawyer was appointed to 
represent her, and she was re- 
turned to a juvenile detention 
center to await a Feb. 7 hear- 
ing. 
Sardinia is about 40 miles 
east of Cincinnati. 
ONLY 
coupon I 
Additional Items $1 
toV i 
M3N. Main,BG 
Coupon up. 2/2M6 I 
FREE DELIVERY    H[tf 
I 352-5166 DC I 
Saturday, February 3 
' Gospel Harm!. KobaduK Hall. 300 pm 
Monday, February 5 
' Ptxxo Scavangat Hun!. Proul Hall 
'Salt Sen Gona Bananas. MacWest Lounge. 9 00 pm 
' Wham. Bam. No Thank You Sam. Prout Lobby. 9:00 pm 
Tuesday, February 6 
'Phott) Scavenger Hunt. Proul Hal 
' CO Players, Commons Cafelerla. 9:30 pm 
' lea Cream Social toflowmg the CO Players performance 
RSA PRESENTS: RESIDENCE HALL WEEK 
Happy And Loving Life in the Halls! 
Wednesday, February 7 
Hall Government ApprecUUIon Day 
Thursday, February 8 
starf Appreciation Day 
* Harshman Quad Scavenger Hum. Union, noon-5:00 pm 
* Games Mghi witn Friends. MacEas! Firs! Floor lobby. 700pm 
* Dfve-ln Theaier. Andrews Pool, Rec Center. 8:00 pm 
sponsored by Oflenhauer Hall Council a Rec Sports 
Friday, February 9 
' Friday Madness. MacNorth Lounga. 7:00 pm-mldnlght 
Sunday, February 11 
* RSA RejuvenaOon, 2:30 830 pm. Woman's Club 
Residence Hall Week sponsors Include: Conkln, Rodgers, 
Otlenhauer, Prout, McDonald Quad, Harshman Quad, 
Reside™ Student Association, Kohl and 
Recreational Sports 
HOM€ FRICON HOCKCV THIS FRIDAY & SRTURDRV VS. LRK€ SUP6RIOR 
n PORTION of RLL PCPSI snies WILL BCNCFIT INJURED BOSTON UNIVCRSITV PLRVCR rnnvis ROV. 
Walk To Everything 
* 109 North Main #H 
* 114 South Main 
* 117 North Main 
* 134 North Main 
* 311 South Main #A 
* 128 West Wooster 
* 134 East Wooster #B 
NEWI9VE 
Rentals 
328 S. Main 
(Our Only Office) 
352-5620 
BOUJL N Gn€€N€IW 
[SUNDAY BRUNCH" 
Fresh Carved Roast Beef   |T^^| 
and Fresh Carved 
Ham or Turkey 
Incl:  Scrambled eggs, hash browns, bacon, dutchess 
potatoes, mashed potatoes w/ gravy. 
Also desserts and full salad bar 
OPCN Horn -2pm 
$7.25 * tax ADULTS 
$6.95 + tax STUDENTS/SENIOR CITIZENS 
$3.75 CHILDREN 4-11 
children 3 and under tree* No other discounts apply 
GRCCNBRiiiR, INC. 
Announces two new buildings at Campbell Hill 
for Fall 1996 
2 and 3 bedrooms available! 
These will go fast! 
224 E. Wooster 352-0717 
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Ohio Senate members indicted 
Three lobbyist companies, one individual also accused 
John Chalfint 
The Associated Press 
COLUMBUS - The Senate 
president, former House Speaker 
and a senator were indicted 
Thursday on charges they failed 
to properly report speaking fees 
received from lobbyists. 
Three lobbyist companies and 
one individual also were indicted. 
Senate President Stanley 
Aronoff, R-Cinclnnati, and ex-S- 
peaker Vern Rlffe, D-Wheelers- 
burg, were each charged with 
two counts of filing false state- 
ments. The first-degree mis- 
demeanor carries a maximum 
penalty of six months in jail and a 
$1,000 fine. 
Sen. Gene Watts, R-Columbus, 
was charged with failure to file, a 
fourth-degree misdemeanor. The 
maximum penalty is 30 days in 
Jail and a $250 Tins for an indi- 
vidual and a $2,000 fine for a 
corporation. 
The Franklin County grand 
jury charged Government Con- 
sultants Group, of Columbus, 
with failure to file, and Strussion 
Consulting Services, of Colum- 
bus, and the Climaco firm of 
Cleveland, with falsification, a 
first-degree misdemeanor. 
Also charged with falsification 
were Climaco, Climaco, Sem- 
inatore, Lefkowitz & Garofoli, of 
Cleveland, and Kenneth Sem- 
inatore. 
"We're not guilty," said Riffe's 
attorney, H. Ritchey Hollen- 
baugh. 
"We're fully aware of the facts 
and circumstances, and there 
was never an intent at any time 
to mislead anyone or not to file 
everything that was required," 
Hollenbaugh said. 
At a news conference, Aronoff 
read a statement denying that he 
intentionally falsified any finan- 
cial report. He refused to answer 
questions. 
"If the disclosure statements 
in question are inaccurate in any 
way, I accept full responsibility," 
Aronoff said. "But I emphatically 
deny that I intentionally or know- 
ingly falsified any dislosure 
statement." 
Watts planned a news confer- 
ence later in the day. 
Both Aronoff and Riffe had 
testified before the grand jury. 
Both denied wrongdoing. 
Aronoff asked to be arraigned 
Friday, documents filed in 
Franklin County Common Pleas 
Court showed. Government Con- 
sultants Group and the Strussion 
company also asked for arraign- 
ments on Friday. 
The indictments stemmed 
from the payment and accep- 
tance of speaking fees at dinners, 
seminars and events in 1991, 
1992 and 1993. 
The nine-member grand jury 
had met since October to review 
evidence in the case that in- 
volved multiple payments, or 
honoraria, to 12 past and present 
legislators from lobbyists. 
The payments were legal when 
the events occurred, but the law 
required that payments of more 
than $500 be reported. 
Investigators alleged that 
payments of multiple $500 
checks at single events were In- 
tended to avoid disclosure re- 
quirements. 
Acceptance of such payments 
was banned in 1994. 
Franklin County Prosecutor 
Michael Miller said the only mat- 
ter left unresolved from the In- 
vestigation involved McDonald & 
Co. Securities Inc., a Cleveland- 
based brokerage firm. 
Miller declined to assess the 
severity of the charges. 
"I think any time a criminal 
offense is alleged I think It's se- 
rious, and I think people charged 
think it's serious," Miller said. 
On Jan. 25, The Limited Ser- 
vice Corp., a subsidiary of bil- 
lionaire Les Wexner's retail 
clothing empire, pleaded no 
contest to two counts of falsifica- 
tion. 
The company was accused of 
failure to disclose $9,000 in hon- 
oraria given to Aronoff and Rl- 
ffe. 
The   company   was    fined 
$10,000, the maximum penalty 
permitted. 
Legislative Inspector General 
Tom Charles said multiple 
checks of $500 each that Aronoff 
and Rlffe received from The 
Limited subsidiaries came from 
one source - the parent com- 
pany. Lawyers for Rlffe and 
Aronoff previously said they 
were not required to disclose The 
Limited honoraria because the 
money came from eight subsi- 
diaries. 
The grand jury investigation 
involved five dinner parties held 
at the home of Columbus lobbyist 
Paul Tipps; two receptions on be- 
half of McDonald & Co.; a dinner 
at lobbyist Dennis Wojtanowski's 
See SENATE, page «x. 
Rise in auto theft causes concern 
James Hannah 
The Associated Press 
DAYTON - Police have turned 
to public service ads to try to cut 
down on auto thefts. The announ- 
cements urge motorists to attach 
anti-theft devices to steering 
wheels. 
There were 267 auto thefts re- 
ported in Dayton in January, up 
54 percent from January 1995. 
Auto thefts jumped from 2,508 in 
1994 to 2,801 in 1995. 
"We donl know why it's up," 
said Chelley Selbert, spokeswo- 
man for the Dayton police de- 
partment "We decided that we 
needed to do some type of educa- 
tional program to tell the com- 
munity what they need to do to 
protect their vehicles." 
Police videotaped officers 
warning of the increased car 
thefts and encouraging people to 
buy devices that attach to steer- 
" We decided that we needed to do some type 
of educational program to tell the community 
what they need to do to protect their 
vehicles." 
Chelley Seibert 
spokeswoman for the Dayton police department 
(IIOSS corvriiY Slil 
at 
Oak Opciiiiii***** 
Saturday, Feb, 10th 
<Mfr gflg-W 8:00am - 8:30pm 
\   BURSARABLE  • 
Cost includes ski rental, transportation, two bagels, 
and hot chocolate! 
-Sign up in the Student Activities Office 
For more info, call: 2-7164 
ing wheels to prevent them from 
turning. 
The tapes will be distributed to 
television-stations as public ser- 
vice announcements. 
"It's no longer enough to just 
roll up your windows and lock 
your car doors," said Seibert. 
Auto thefts are also up in other 
parts of Ohio. 
In Columbus, auto thefts 
jumped from 6,720 in 1994 to 
7,038 in 1995 - a 4.7 percent in- 
crease. It was the first increase 
since 1991. 
In Cincinnati, auto thefts in- 
creased 11.2 percent - from 
1,577 to 1,754 - from January 
through November of 1995, com- 
pared with the same period a 
year earlier. 
Seibert said favorite targets of 
car thieves are Chevrolets, 
Oldsmobiles, Pontiacs, Cadillacs, 
Buicks and GMCs built between 
1976 and 1992. The thieves are 
usually juvenile males. 
"A lot of it is joy riding," said 
Seibert. 
Couple accused 
of stealing skull 
for their tattoos 
The Associated Press 
TOLEDO - Two people have 
been accused of stealing a 
skull from a cemetery to trade 
it for tattoos, a police de- 
tective said Thursday. 
Steven Dukett, 34, and Ali- 
sha Clark, 18, both of Toledo, 
were charged with one count 
each of breaking and entering 
and abuse of a corpse, fourth- 
degree felonies. Each count 
carries a sentence of 1 1/2 
years in prison. 
They made an initial ap- 
pearance Thursday In Munici- 
pal Court. A judge ordered 
them held in the Lucas County 
jail on $10,000 bond. 
Prosecutors said Dukett and 
Ms. Clark broke into a mauso- 
leum at Woodlawn Cemetery, 
stole a skull and took It to Off 
the Wall, a west-side tattoo 
parlor.   Tattoo   parlor   em- 
ployees later took the skull 
back to Dukett's house. 
"It's certainly bizarre," said 
Steve Newcomer, their law- 
yer. 
Police said the family of the 
person entombed was upset. 
They declined to Identify the 
remains. 
Detective Phil Kulakoski 
said the idea to steal the skull 
apparently 'came to Dukett 
and Ms. Clark after being in 
the tattoo parlor, where one of 
the employees said he wanted 
a human skull. 
"Dukett took it upon himself 
to get It," Kulakoski said. 
Karen Droulliard, Dukett's 
girlfriend, said she was with 
Dukett at the tattoo parlor 
when the subject came up. 
"I heard them talking about 
how  they  wanted   a  human 
See TATTOOS, page five. 
Illness contracted 
from pet iguana to 
blame in odd death 
Nancy Armour 
The Associated Press 
SOUTH BEND, Ind.- A 3-week- 
old boy died of salmonella 
poisoning that was probably con- 
tracted from the family's pet 
iguana, and health officials 
Thursday warned that other rep- 
tile owners could be at risk. 
"I do not know why (pet stores) 
sell these things," said Diane 
Jones, Fulton County health 
nurse. "The least they could do is 
inform people about this." 
Health officials are not even 
sure how Gaige Becker got 
salmonella, but Jones said it 
could have been as easy as 
someone handling the iguana and 
then touching the boy. 
While Gaige's story sounds 
unusual,   health  officials   have 
seen an increase in unusual 
strains of salmonella as the popu- 
larity of pet reptiles - especially 
iguanas - grows. The number of 
imported iguanas grew from' 
27,806 in 1986 to 798,405 in 1993, 
according to the U.S. Fish and 
Wildlife Service. 
At least 90 percent of reptiles 
carry some strain of the in- 
testinal bacteria, according to 
the Centers of Disease Control 
and Prevention. These include 
snakes, turtles and other types of 
lizards besides iguanas. 
In 1994 and 1995. health de- 
partments in 13 states reported 
unusual strains of salmonella 
bacteria that were traced back to 
reptiles. 
Sec IGUANA, page lix. 
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Derailment leaves one dead 
Larry Gerber 
The Associated Press 
CAJON SUMMIT. Calif. -A 
freight train carrying hazard- 
ous chemicals derailed and 
caught fire early today, killing 
at least one crew member, in- 
juring at least 20 other people 
and closing a major highway. 
The train's engineer was 
among the injured and one 
other crewman was missing 
after the Burlington Northern- 
Santa Fe Corp. train left the 
track shortly after 4 am. It 
touched off a spectacular fire 
that continued to burn inten- 
sely at midday. 
"It's really ripping, really 
burning," said Bill Peters, Cali- 
fornia Department of Forestry 
spokesman. "We're not fight- 
ing it as of yet because of all 
the chemicals." 
The dead crew member's 
body was pulled from the 
twisted, burning wreckage 
shortly before noon. His iden- 
tity was not immediately 
released. 
Most of the injured were 
police officers and transporta- 
tion officials who complained 
of chest pains, shortness of 
breath and skin rashes. They 
were taken to several hospi- 
tals. The engineer was hospi- 
talized in fair condition with 
lacerations and an injured 
back. 
A tunnel-shaped cloud 
formed over the heavily trav- 
eled mountain pass as the rail 
cars burned, spitting flames 30 
feet into the air. 
The site, in the Cajon Pass, is 
a sparsely populated area 
about IS miles north of San 
Bernardino. A hotel, a restau- 
rant and a gas station were 
evacuated along with a few 
homes. 
"Thank goodness for the Red 
Cross and coffee," one eva- 
cuated resident, June McDon- 
ald, said as she waited out the 
crisis at a shelter set up at the 
county fairgrounds In Vlctorvi- 
lle. 
One witness said a fireball 
hundreds of feet high could be 
seen when the train crashed. "I 
was out there standing and felt 
a rumble. I felt the heat of the 
fire," said the witness, Chuck 
Mydlowskl. 
A 20-mile segment of Inter- 
state IS, a main artery between 
Mlcaacl Caurkld/Thc Anoclucd Prcii 
Firefighters view the scene of a train derailment In the Cajon Pass, about 10 miles north of San 
Bernardino, Calif. The freight train carrying hazardous chemicals derailed and caught fire. 
Los Angeles and Las Vegas, 
was shut down in both direc- 
tions, causing a commuting 
nightmare for motorists. 
All four of the train's loco- 
motives and 38 of its 42 cars 
left the track, Peters said. 
The train had originated in 
Barstow and was headed for 
Los Angeles. Mike Martin, a 
spokesman for the Schaum- 
burg, 111.-based railroad, said it 
had five tank cars of hazardous 
materials including butyl acry- 
lite, a chemical used for mak- 
ing paints and adhesives that 
irritates the eyes, nose and 
throat. 
N.J. wife "Weaseled"away 
The Associated Press 
SOMERVILLE, N.J. - A man 
filing for divorce accused his 
wife of carrying on a "virtual" 
affair via computer with a cyber- 
sex partner who called himself 
"The Weasel." 
Diane Goydan's relationship 
with the man apparently never 
was consummated, but her hus- 
band, John Goydan of Bridge- 
water, claimed the pair had 
planned a real tryst this weekend 
at a New Hampshire bed and 
breakfast. 
John Goydan filed divorce 
papers Jan. 23 that included doz- 
ens of e-mail exchanges between 
his wife and a married man she 
met on America Online. The man, 
whose on-line name was The 
Weasel, was identified in court 
papers only as Ray from North 
Carolina. 
In a Nov. 23 message, The 
Weasel wrote: "I gotta tell you 
that I am one happy guy now and 
so much at peace again anticipat- 
ing us. I love you dearly. 
XXOOXX." 
John Goydan is now seeking 
custody of the couple's two chil- 
dren, ages 3 and 7. 
Goydan's lawyer, Richard Hur- 
ley, said Mrs. Goydan apparently 
believed the e-mail messages 
could not be retrieved, but her 
husband was able to pull them off 
the computer and store them on a 
disk. 
That raises some privacy con- 
cerns, such as what rights 
spouses have to each other's 
communications, said David Ban- 
isar, spokesman for the Elec- 
tronic Privacy Information 
Center in Washington. 
"If it's a shared computer, then 
the spouse has equal rights to get 
on it and share what's on it," Ban- 
isarsaid. 
If the husband gained access to 
her e-mail on line, that could vio- 
late her privacy rights, similar to 
a husband tapping his wife's 
telephone. 
"It's still pretty undefined in 
the law," Banisar said. 
The divorce papers do not say 
exactly how Goydan retrieved 
the messages. Goydan began sav- 
ing his wife's e-mail every day 
after surprising her as she was 
printing out something on the 
computer when he came home 
from work early. 
When Goydan later switched 
on the computer, it told him there 
was something waiting to be 
printed, and he discovered a 
message to his wife from The 
Weasel. 
Safety Awareness Week 
Tip of the Day 
As a BGSU student, you are a 
member ol tha campus and city 
community. You possess certain 
personal freedoms and rights. 
The protection and assurance ol 
these freedoms and rights is a 
responsibility not only of the 
University but of the students 
themselves. University 
precautions and policies are only 
effective if the members of the 
community comply with them. 
• Did you know...students have 
initiated the creation of the 
campus foot patrol. 
sponsored by SHARP 
art 
SQaidl tBQ\rorp BQcDjuOQtlaiuaQ 
February 9th-10th 
7:30 pm - 7:00 am 
Only 035.00 
Includes lift ticket, 
rentals, and transportation 
Only #25.00 
Includes lift ticket 
and transportation 
BURSARABLE: sign up Jn the Student Activities Office 
For More Info, coll 3-7164 
LOOKING FOR A JOB FOR THE 
96-97 SCHOOL YEAR? 
Then Recreational Sports is where it's at!!! 
Applications for all positions will be available Feb. 5tfa 
and 6th starting at 7:00 am in the Activity Center 
of the Student Recreation Center. 
Positions available in the Rec Center: 
Equipment Room Supervisor, Floor Supervisor, 
Lifeguard, Receptionist, and Weight Room Supervisor 
Positions available in the Field House: 
Floor Manager and Receptionist 
Come early because a limited number of applications 
will be available 
For more information call: Chandra Oliver O 372-7482 or 372-2711 
Americans insulted | 
by Canadian flag in ? 
Florida trailer park 
The Associated Press 
CLEARWATER, Fla. - Every- 
one at the trailer park where Jim 
and Bev Harris spend their win- 
ters seemed so friendly until the 
retired Toronto natives hoisted 
the Canadian flag. 
"This is the United 
States. I feel 
American flags 




The park manager took 
offense, as did one of their 
neighbors, a Navy veteran of 
World War II. 
'He said, That thing, that Ca- 
nadian flag you've got out front, 
that's got to come down,'" said 
Mrs. Harris, 54. "He said. That's 
an insult, you know. That's an in- - 
suit to me and my country. You 
have to take that down. It's the 
law of the United States.'" 
The couple did some research 
at the library and found there is 
no law against flying a Canadian 
flag. The rule book at the mobile 
home park, which is about 20 
percent Canadian, says nothing 
about It either. 
Fearing   the   anger  of   their 
neighbors, the Harrises removed 
the Maple Leaf last month. It now   - 
sits rolled up in their house. 
"It's very simple," said park 
manager Bill Hopper. "This is 
the United States. I feel Ameri-  • 
can flags should be flown here. 
Not Canadian flags." 
IGUANA 
Continued from page four. 
Gaige died in October in Ro- 
chester, about 40 miles south of 
South Bend, but the cause of 
death was not disclosed until a 
Fulton County Board of Health 
meeting last month. Gaige died 
of the Poona strain of salmonella, 
the same bacteria carried by the 
family iguana, wldch has since 
been destroyed. 
The boy's parents, Jamie and 
Teresa Becker, dldnt realize the 
danger their iguana posed to 
their son, health officials said. 
Salmonella causes diarrhea, 
abdominal cramps and a fever, 
and many people who get it don't 
even realize it. But for people 
with Immature or weakened im- 
mune systems - babies, the el- 
derly or those with AIDS - the 
bacteria can cause severe sick- 
ness and, if not treated right 
away, death. 
Last year, the Atlanta-based 
CDC began a campaign to en- 
courage veterinarians and pet 
store owners to make people with 
reptiles aware of the risk. 
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Theta Chi 1996 Executive Officers 
President: Matt The Rat" Holmes 
V.P. of Internal Affairs: Stuart Olson 
V.P. of Rush: Darin TAT  LeCros 
Treasurer: Daniel Lauer 
Secretary: Scott Perusek 
House Manager: Jason Compton 
Social: Steve Sweeney 
Marshal: Matthew Campbell 
Alumni Chair: Bryan Kaufman 
Risk Manager: Ryan Moore 
Theta Chi 1996 Cabinet Officers 
Public Relations: Christopher Dyke 21 /24 
Assistant Public Relations Ryan Foltz 2/36 
Fundraiser Chair: Mart Burgoon 
Athletic Chair: Rodney Mulllns 
Historian: Brian Szudlo 
Stereo Chair: Brian Beleskl 
Scholarship Chair: Sean Rigo 
Assistant Rush: Scott Mohr 
Assistant Marshal: Brian Kendrick 
Assistant Treasurer: Myles Rahalewlcz 
Assistant Social Chair: Matt "Mylo" Mylott 
Assistant Risk Manager: Wes "Sloth" Rodenberg 
Assistant Alumni Chair: Doug Meacham 
Chaplain: Rick Amborski 
Communications Chair: Steve Nlzao 
Activities Chairs: Steve BJorn 
Shane Worley 
IFC Reps: CralgHysell 
Mark Franklin Lou than 
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WOMEN COMMUNITY 
Continued from page one. 
In its offerings," she said. 
Crystal Kile, a part-time in- 
structor in women's studies and 
popular culture, said the confer- 
ence will have something for 
everyone. 
"We wanted to make this as ac- 
cessible as possible to everyone 
on campus," she said. "This will 
be fun for men and women alike 
to discuss what feminism exactly 
means and give their own input." 
Kile said she would encourage 
students to attend the conference 
because it is a good opportunity 
for learning and talking to oth- 
ers. 
"This conference is focusing 
on making connections between 
generations and taking stock of 
what is going on in feminism," 
she said. "I would encourage 
anyone who is curious or inter- 
ested to come with an open mind 
and voice their concerns." 
There will be various sessions 
on Friday and Saturday dealing 
with different topics of interest. 
The sessions, which are 75 
minutes long, will go from 8:15 
am to 5JO p.m. today and from 8 
am. to 5:30 p.m. Saturday. Most 
of the discussions will take place 
on the third floor of the Union. 
Some topics of discussion in- 
clude Feminist Strategies, Wom- 
en In Sports, a New Generation of 
Feminists, Voicing Generational 
Differences and Generations of 
Women in Black Popular Culture, 
There will also be art exhibits 
and Independent films being 
shown during the conference. 
The keynote speaker for the 
conference is noted author Faith 
Rlnggold who will address the 
participants Saturday night from 
7:30 to MO p.m. in 101 Olscamp 
Hall. 
Berry said she hopes to have 
about 500 people attend the con- 
ference. 
For more information on the 
women's conference, students 
can contact the Women's Studies 
department at 372-7133: 
MIDDLETON 
Continued from page one. 
students to know anything it 
would be his commitment to un- 
dergraduate education. 
"1 want the students to know 
that in me they have someone 
who believes passionately in the 
importance of undergraduate 
education," Middleton said. "I 
will do anything and everything 
that's appropriate and possible 
and attainable to insure that 
Bowling Green's undergraduate 
and graduate students are glad 
once they arrive here, that they 
do well and they are ready to go 
out into the world with their de- 
grees." 
Middleton said several things 
the faculty should know about 
him. 
"I'm task-oriented. I like get- 
ting things done as a community. 
It is important to me, and I see 
myself as part of the communi- 
ty," Middleton said. "I would like 
[faculty] to know that I'm really 
looking forward to learning 
about Bowling Green so I can be 
part of it in every sense." 
A history professor, Middleton 
said he would like to find a way to 
continue the University's history 
doctoral program. The depart- 
ment's state subsidy is being re- 
moved. 
"I think the state should fund 
it. If they won't then we have to 
see if there's some way we can 
fund it, because it is important to 
the campus that we do that," 
Middleton said. "That graduate 
education Is very important to 
the overall Intellectual tone and 
vitality. Without that your un- 
dergraduate programs are very 
different." 
Middleton praised Ribeau and 
said he is excited to take part in 
the effort to build community on 
the campus. 
"The Idea the president is pur- 
suing here is exactly the right 
way to go," Middleton said. "The 
Academic Affairs office and vice 
president's responsibility is to 
encourage and support all of the 
things that create that environ- 
ment." 
A widow, Middleton has three 
children who have all graduated 
from college. He will start in his 
new role July 1. 
Continued from page one. 
people who feel that it is not 
working well," Ribeau said. "It's 
one opportunity for people to 
bring to the table suggestions 
and comments about how we can 
go about Improving the overall 
effectiveness of the University." 
While Ribeau said his in- 
volvement in the discussion 
groups will be limited, the presi- 
dent will speak Feb. 6 at 9:15 to 
11 p.m. MacNevin said the time 
of the speech Is geared toward a 
student audience. 
MacNevin said she does not 
know how many people will par- 
ticipate. 
"We're ready and we'll go with 
what happens," MacNevin said. 
"Because It is the first time that 
we've done it, it is kind of ex- 
perimental." 
After the discussion groups, 
the task force will analyze the in- 
formation. A final report will be 
forwarded to the president. 
MacNevin said the committee 
will have their recommendations 
to the president around Feb. 15. 
Ribeau said he will review the 
committee report. 
"We'll see out of those recom- 
mendations which ones seem to 
be more consistent with what the 
University is trying to accom- 
plish," Ribeau said. 
MacNevin said the Building 
Community project is supplying 
a lot of work for those involved. 
The Building Community Task Force's 
Focus on February 
101 Olscamp Hall 
Discussion groups start Monday and will meet through- 
out the week. Below is Monday's schedule The News 
will print the following day's schedule during the week. 
Customer Service 10:15-11:45 a.m. 
Faculty and Staff Working Together 3:30 - 5 p.m. 
Open Communication Within and Across Areas 12:15-1:30 p.m. 
Increasing Access to Information on Campus 1:45-3:15 p.m. 
Ideas for Building and Enhancing Trust 5:15-6:30 p.m. 
Heavy Workloads 10:15-11:45 a.m. 
Participatory Leadership 12:15-1:30 p.m. 
Moving Toward a Learning Community 12:15-1:30 p.m. 
Teaching, Research and Service 3:30 - 5 p.m. 
Staff Career Development and Training 12:15- 1:30 p.m. 
Mentoring Across Campus 3:30 - 5 p.m. 
Building and Supporting Diversity 1:45-3:15 p.m. 
Addressing Concerns of Part-time Faculty 10:15-11:45 a.m. 
Opportunities for Interaction Outside the Classroom 1:45-3:15 p.m. 
Evaluating the Faculty and Staff Benefits Structure 3:30 - 5 p.m. 
Gender Issues on Campus 12:15-1:30 p.m. 
Faculty Advising 10:15-11:45 a.m. 
"It's very time intensive, but it Is that there are incredible re- 
is very, very rewarding," Mac- sources. Ideas and talent across 
Nevin said. "What we're finding   the community." 
TATTOOS 
SPNATE 
Continued from page four. 
home; and The Limited breakfast 
meetings in Columbus and Cleve- 
land. ' 
A parallel, closed-door in- 
vestigation by the Joint Legisla- 
tive Ethics Committee continues. 
The panel ruled 11-0 on Thurs- 
day that Aronoff and Rlffe must 
file amended financial disclosure 
statements. 
Continued from page four. 
skull. I thought it was a joke, 
so I blew It off," she said. 
But Kulakoski said Dukett 
and Ms. Clark went to Wood- 
lawn Cemetery on Jan. 14 and 
broke into a crypt. He said 
CONVENIENCE MART 
GREENWOOD CENTRE 1602 E. WooWer St. 352-34*3 
OPEN 24 HOURS 
3 Locations 
• 1602 E. Wooster 
Greenwood Center (subway 
located inside) 
• 1091 N. Main St. (subway 
located inside) 




they had been drinking. 
"They randomly picked this 
particular site and didn't tar- 
get a particular section," he 
said. 
Ms. Droulliard said Dukett 
took the skull the next day to 
the tattoo parlor, where em- 
ployees kept it overnight. Ms. 
Droulliard said two of the em- 
ployees took the skull back to 
the house the following day 
and said they didn't want any- 
thing to do with it 
"He (Dukett) wanted to put 
the skull back where it be- 
longed, but he was scared. He 
didn't   want  to   go  back  to. 
prison," Ms. Droulliard said. 
Dukett was released from 
prison in September after 11 
years on burglary charges. He 
was on parole at the time of 
the break-in, Kulakoski said. 
A man who answered the 
telephone at the tattoo parlor 
declined to comment. He also 
declined to give his name. 
Police learned about the dis- 
appearance of the skull Jan. 21 
when they were called to 
Dukett's home by his room- 
mate who said he found the 
skull in a duffel bag on the en- 
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Senior Section if 
you miss this week's 
Portrait session. 
CALL 372-8086 
To schedule your sitting at 28 West Hall. 
Free Pizzas will be given to first 200 to sign up. 0 UNIVERSITY UNION BOWUNG GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY 
LAST CHANCE FOR SENIOR PORTRAITS! 
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leers attempt to tighten race for third 
Christian Pelusl 
The BC News 
With five weeks remaining in 
the Central Collegiate Hockey 
Association regular season, 
teams are tuning up for what is 
termed in hockey-speak as 
"playoff hockey." 
At Lake Superior, they just call 
it "Laker Hockey." 
Building the play from the de- 
fensive zone out. Lake Superior 
has built itself into a perennial 
threat not only to the CCHA title, 
but to the national title. 
Last season, the Lakers strug- 
gled through the regular season 
with a young, but talented defen- 
sive corps and finished tied for 
fourth place with Miami. But as 
the season wore on, the Laker 
blueliners gained confidence and 
familiarity with their system and 
4E HOCKEY 
LSSU completed the season with 
a 10-1-1 run In their final 12 
games. 
The Lakers rode that mome- 
mentum through the playoffs as 
they defeated Western Michigan, 
Miami and heavily-favored Mich- 
igan to capture the 1995 CCHA 
playoff title. 
One of the main reasons for the 
Lakers success has been their 
head coach Jeff Jackson. Since 
Jackson's arrival in 1990, the 
Lakers have compiled a 152-44-23 
record, captured two NCAA ti- 
tles, four CCHA Playoff Cham- 
pionships and one CCHA Regu- 
lar-Season Championship. 
Jackson's teams are anchored 
Zone throwing Falcons a curve 
Relnking 
key player for 
BG to stop 
Scott Brown 
. The BC News 
Miami may have discovered 
the chink in Bowling Green's 
armor on Wednesday. 
A stifling 2-3 zone mystified 
the Falcons on the way to a 
16-point loss. Now, BG can 
probably expect to see more of 
that zone the rest of the MAC 
schedule, starting Saturday on 
the road against Kent (2 p.m. 
tip, WBGU-FM 88.1, WBVI-FM 
96.7). 
The Falcons could score only 
21 points in the first half 
against the Redskins' zone. 
"We didnt really attack it 
like we were supposed to," said 
Falcon forward Anthony 
Stacey. "We really let it bother 
us the first half. We might see 
that zone a little bit against 
Kent" 
Stacey had 25 points, and An- 
tonio Daniels and Jay Larran- 
aga each had 20 points in the 
Falcons' earlier meeting with 
Kent, an 83-68 victory on Jan. 6 
In Bowling Green. 
But things are different for 
each team halfway into the 
MAC schedule. The Falcons 
have struggled lately, particu- 
larly on the road where they 
have scored just 114 points 
their past two games, in losses 
to Ball State and Miami. 
Kent, however, is lurking a 
game behind the Falcons in the 
standings at 4-5 in conference 
play and has picked up some 
big wins at home in conference 
play over Ohio and Ball State. 
Nate Relnking Is averaging 
18.3 points per game for the 
Golden Flashes, although D.J. 
Bosse was the key player in 
Wednesday's 95-85 win over 
Ball State with 23 points. 
"Kent is a very fine team," 
said BG coach Jim Larranaga. 
"[Nate Relnking] Is the key 
player on their team. We have 
to go out and play well defen- 
sively, shutting down their per- 
imeter." 
Reinking was "held" to 17 
points in the teams' first meet- 
ing this season, but was 6-of-20 
from the floor In the contest. 
On the BG side, teams may 
Jon Ko.bach/rtw BBNtwi 
BG's Anthony Stacey and Antonio Daniels go up for a rebound In last week's game with Akron. 
be starting to find a way to shut 
down the three-headed mon- 
ster of Stacey, Daniels and 
Larranaga, who carried BG 
through most of the first half 
of the schedule. The three had 
nearly 80 percent of the points 
in the first game against Kent, 
and those numbers haven't 
changed much since. 
With the short bench created 
by the loss of Shane Komives 
and DeMar Moore, the top 
three Falcons have had to 
carry an even greater load 
lately. Whether they can con- 
tinue this pace through the rest 
of the season is a frequently- 
asked question. 
"That's just something that 
we have to accept if we want to 
win," Stacey said. "Coach said 
that if we want to win, we each 
have to score between 15 and 
20 a game and some of the 
other guys have to step up." 
Falcon Notes 
■ Dayon Ninkovic and Jake Hol- 
mes were each In the starting lineup 
against the Redskins, the first time 
the two big men have started 
together all season. 
Patteson achieves success in pool 
Blake Parkins 
The BG News 
As the Bowling Green swim- 
ming team faces one last regular 
; season opponent, the collegiate 
careers of the 
I    senior   swim- 
83 mers also come 
•:' to a close. One 
;'; such    senior 
:'■: that has had a 
'.'•'. tremendous 
5j{ career   is   BG 
'■;'■ s w 1 m m e r 
X Cheryl    Patte- 
•::son. Patteeoo 
X    Patteson is a 
.X senior  recreational  administra- 
vion major from Silver Spring, 
'■;.'■ 
Maryland. She has been swim- 
ming since age four, and it has 
been a cornerstone in her life 
Her accomplishments are 
many, including currently hold- 
ing three consecutive "Swimmer 
of the Year" awards, a Bowling 
Green record. This award is giv- 
en to the swimmer that scored 
the most points in the conference 
for a season. 
The swimmer has the opportu- 
nity to become the first in Bowl- 
ing Green history to receive the 
prestigious award for four con- 
secutive years. She holds school 
records in the 200m and 400m in- 
dividual medley. She also holds 
the Mid-American Conference 
record in the 200m and 400m in- 
dividual medley. 
She currently has the best 
MAC times this season in four 
events. Patteson has qualified for 
and swam in an NCAA meet and 
is one of the top ten swimmers in 
Bowling Green history. 
BG head coach Randy Julian 
said that he has enjoyed coaching 
the senior this season, claiming 
that her "competitiveness is fe- 
rocious." Julian also praised Pat- 
teson for always being the first 
swimmer in the water and being 
ready to work. 
Patteson cites her closeness to 
her parents as the inspiration to 
remain at Bowling Green, de- 
spite a trying freshman year. 
Patteson said that she also relies 
on her meaningful friendships in 
Pi Beta Phi sorority to provide 
support and understanding. 
The senior said that she is real- 
ly focused on upcoming meets 
with Ball State and the confer- 
ence meets, but feels little pres- 
sure from the expectations of 
others. 
"All the pressure 1 feel I put on 
myself," said Patteson. "1 bring 
my dedication and hardwork ... 
that's the way I lead." 
There are many aspects of 
Bowling Green that Patteson said 
she would miss. "I'll miss my 
friends and competing,"said Pat- 
teson. "I'll miss the feeling I get 
when I do something I never 
dreamed I could have done." 
by strong defense and goaltend- 
ing, factors that propel the 
Lakers to win after win each 
postseason. 
This season, the Lakers are in 
the race for the top spot in the 
league with a 19-4-1 record, 
15-4-1 in the CCHA. Lake Superi- 
or's 31 points places them in tied 
for third place with Michigan and 
eight points ahead of the fifth 
place Falcons (17-10-1,10-8-1). 
With the opportunity to move 
within four points of Lake Super- 
ior, Falcon assitant coach Brian 
Hills realizes how important this 
weekend is to securing home-ice 
advantage in the second round of 
the CCHA playoffs. 
"We can't afford to give up a 
game to them here," Hills said. 
"We've got to chip away, take it 
SctlCHS, IV nin*. 
Eagles pose tough 
threat for BG women 
Jeremy Yohe 
The BG News 
After playing the first half of 
the Mid-American Conference 
schedule, Kent State is on top and 
can control their own destiny to 
capture the first seed in the tour- 
nament. 
Bowling Green can quickly 
erase all of that when they travel 
to Kent Saturday for a 11:30 tip- 
off (WBGU 88.1, WBVI 96.1). 
In the first meeting this year, 
the Golden Eagles dominated the 
game throughout and ran away 
with a 92-73 win at Anderson 
Arena. 
"They pretty much dominated 
everything on that day," said BG 
head coach Jaci Clark. "Hopefu- 
lly, we'll play better from the be- 
ginning. I'm not sure we came 
ready to play last time. We just 
let Kent dictate the tempo." 
Kent features a team loaded 
with talent and is spearheaded by 
an experienced senior class. 
Senior forward Amy Sherry, 
last year's MAC Player of the 
Year, is again putting up the huge 
numbers. She is averaging 19.5 
ppg to go along with 7.6 rpg. 
Sophomore Carrie Templin is 
bringing down 7.7 rpg and scor- 
ing 17.4 ppg to add a one-two 
punch with Sherry at the forward 
slot. 
"They have a good combination 
and players that have been 
around the block," Clark said. 
"Right now, they are the only 
team that controls their own des- 
tiny, and that Is a very good pos- 
rJon to be in. It is very empower- 
ing." 
Offensively, BG has proved to 
be sound. Four players continue 
to average in double digits. Sara 
Puthof f leads the Falcons in scor- 
ing at 18.4 a game, while Charlo- 
tte Jones has been cleaning house 
inside. Jones is averaging 14.5 
boards a game in the last five. 
But defensively, the Falcons 
need to Improve. 
"The concern is defense," 
Clark said. "The intensity level 
that we have had Isnt very good. 
Some of the shots Miami made 
were Just good shots, but some of 
them were just lack of defense 
and lack of pressure." 
a WOMEN'S BASKETBALL 
Junior center Michelle Terry 
agrees that defensively BG will 
have to pick it up. "The main 
thing that we are going to have to 
watch is defensive transition," 
she said. "They dont just release 
one person, they always release 
two back." 
"They pretty much 
dominated 
everything on that 
day." 
Jaci Clark 
BG head coach 
Last weekend, BG went to Ak- 
ron and was able to pick up the 
rare road win, only to follow it up 
with a home loss of their own to 
Miami over the weekend. 
So instead of finishing the first 
round of conference play, the 
Falcons are barely over .500. 
"A win against Miami would 
have put us at 6-3 in the league 
and would have been a good start 
for the second round," Terry 
said. "Now we have to win the 
games we are supposed to win 
and play really hard in the 
tougher games." 
"We need to refocus every 
game. We were on a high when 
we beat Akron and Miami 
knocked us off our high really 
fast." BG stands at 9-8 overall 
and 5-4 in the MAC. Kent stands 
all alone at 8-1 in the league and 
13-4 overall. 
Falcon Notes 
■In (he first meeting this year be- 
tween the two, Kent controlled the re- 
bounding game. Charlotla Jones' six 
rebounds was a team high. 
■After completing the first half of 
league play, BG stands tied for fourth. 
BG was predicted to finish sixth. 
■The Falcons lead the MAC and are 
ranked 13th in the nation in 3-point per- 
centage. BG are shooting .387 from 
long range. 
Jordan,Johnson 
meet one more time 
Wendy E. Lane 
The Associated Press 
INGLEWOOD, Calif. - Michael 
Jordan. The Bulls and their long 
winning streak. A Forum sellout 
National television. 
In short, it's everything Magic 
Johnson missed during 4 years 
out of the NBA and everything 
that thrills him about being back. 
"It's going to be wild," Johnson 
said. 
When the Bulls come to the 
Forum on Friday night, it will be 
a flashback to the 1991 NBA Fin- 
als and the last meeting between 
Johnson and Jordan. 
Game 5 at the Forum gave Jor- 
dan and the Bulls the first of 
their three straight league 
championships and marked the 
last real game of Johnson's ca- 
reer until his comeback this 
week 
It was just before the start of 
the next season that he learned 
he had contracted HIV and re- 
tired from the sport. 
Potentially, this could be the 
last time the two great friends 
and rivals play against each 
other in the NBA because it's un- 
known whether Johnson will play 
beyond this season. 
It's the last time the Lakers 
play the Bulls this season, and 
the only way the teams could 
meet in the playoffs is in the fin- 
als. So Johnson knows the mat- 
chup is Just as important to Jor- 
dan as it is to him. 
"He's sitting back licking his 
chops," Johnson said. "You've 
got to put on a show in LA He 
wants to rub it in his boy's face 
because we do a lot of talking in 
the summer. He wants to get the 
best of me Just like I want to get 
the best of him. And it's going to 
be fun." 
Beyond the good theater pro- 
vided by the Jordan-Johnson 
reunion. Lakers coach Del Harris 
concedes the Lakers haven't 
played long enough with Johnson 
to know if they can give the Bulls 
a more competitive game than 
See NBA, page eight. 
> 
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Track team sends 
14 to Invitational 
William Sanderson 
The BC News 
j This weekend will be one of 
rest for most of Bowling Green's 
track team. But for some of BG's 
best it will be their opportunity to 
compare themselves to some of 
the best in the country. They will 
have this chance this weekend at 
the Meyo Invitational. 
The Meyo Invitational is a 
non-scored meet hosted by Notre 
Dame. Events, beginning this 
morning, will be held at the Joyce 
Athletic Complex on the campus 
of Notre Dame. The womens' 
events begin Friday, with the 
men starting on Saturday. 
<E TRACK 
"Thompson has a 
good chance to win, 
but we don't expect 




- Bowling Green will be repre- 
sented by 14 of its best track ath- 
letes. BG is sending eleven males 
and three females. They will be 
up against some of the best ath- 
letes from 40 different schools. 
Several Big Ten schools will be 
there, and the host, Irish, posess 
one of the best track teams in the 
nation. 
: Bowling Green is, indeed, 
sending their best. Scott Thomp- 
son will continue to try to better 
his NCAA qualifying time in the 
55 meter hurdles with a 7.33. Tim 
Arndt will try to tackle the 800 
again after a disappointing race 
last week. Arndt will run in only 
|e 800 and not the mile in an at- 
npt to gain an NCAA qualify- 
mark. Bowling Green will 
send its two top pole vaul- 
|rs, Travis Downey and Brian 
i to Notre Dame. High jum- 
rs,  Alex  Sprague  and  Doug 
Heitkamp will go. Others in- 
clude: Geoff Fiedler, Marty Ros- 
ciszewski, Rick Marinelli, Rah'- 
Sheen Clay and Eric Shoals. 
The women will be represented 
by shot putter Nikki Sturzinger, 
and runners Kristen Gaddis and 
Missy Lyne. 
This weekend ought to serve to 
help heal injuries that have 
plagued the Falcons in the early 
going. Both coaches, Sid Sink and 
Steve Price, expect their teams 
to be at full strength going into 
next week's meet, which will be 
hosted here at the Fieldhouse. 
The lone exception will be Adam 
Rose. Although the junior shot 
putter is now reasonably healthy. 
Coach Sink has decided to red 
shirt him because he was so far 
behind the competition. Falcons' 
junior sprinter, Kaleitha Johnson 
has brought home the MAC 
Womens" Track Athlete of the 
Week award. Last week at Kent 
State, Johnson turned in a spec- 
tacular three win performance. 
Johnson took first place in the 55 
meter dash, the 55 meter hurdles 
and the 200. 
Sprinter and hurdler, Scott 
Thompson looks to be Bowling 
Green's best hope for a first 
place finish. However, the com- 
petition will be extremely diffi- 
cult at best, so victories will be 
few and far between. 
"It's going to be tough." said 
Sink. "Thompson has a good 
chance to win, but we don't ex- 
pect too many wins after that." 
This will be the last low pres- 
sure meet for the team, as a 
whole, for the rest of the season. 
Because of the fact that scores 
will not be kept, it is more or less 
an opportunity for the athletes to 
work on their NCAA qualifying 
marks. There are meets every 
week for the next five, leading up 
to the NCAA championships. 
Weekend MAC Preview 
Man's Basketball 
Ohio (10-10, 5-4 MAC) at Miami 
(13-4,5-4 MAC) 
The Bobcats showed the rest of 
the MAC that Eastern Michigan is in- 
deed vulnerable Wednesday, hand- 
ing the Eagles their first conference 
loss, 82-73. Geno Ford led the way 
with 28 points. 
Miami reboun- 
ded with a an 




was the key 
contributor with 
24 points, be- 
coming the 
MAC'S all-time 
leading 3 -point shooter 
Ford 
Toledo (12-8, 5-4 MAC) at Ball 
State (9-8,5-4 MAC) 
The Rockets struggled at home to 
defeat Central Michigan, 65-59 on 
Wednesday. Craig Thames became 
Toledo's number two all-time scorer 
in the win. Ball State's defense fell 
out from under itself on Wednesday, 
as Kent scored 95 in a ten-point win 
at Kent. 
Akron (3-14, 0-9 MAC) at Eastern 
Michglan (15-2,8-1 MAC) 
The Eagles, seemingly on cruise 
control with a three-game lead in the 
MAC and a rank of 23rd in the 
national Associated Press poll, found 
a chink in their armor Wednesday 
when they lost at Ohio. Akron could 
manage only 46 meager points in its 
loss at home to Western Michigan on 
Wednesday. 
Women's Basketball 
Central   Michigan   5-12   (2-7)  at 
Western Michigan 9-8 (6-3) 
Central Michigan is coming off a 
stunning defeat of Toledo. 68-62 
Wednesday to move out of last place 
in the league. Western, meanwhile 
has played consistent throughout the 
season and find 
themselves tied 




lawski, is aver- 
aging 17.5 ppg 
and added 22 
points in the win 
over Akron. 
Ball Slate 4-12 (1-8) at Toledo 
13-4(7-2) 
Boguslawskl 
Toledo has now lost two games in 
a row after opening MAC play un- 
defeated. After losses to Western 
Michigan and now Central Michigan, 
Ball St will visit UT hoping to take ad- 
vantage of the Rockets poor play of 
late. 
The Cardinals have been on a los- 
ing streak of their own, dropping 
three straight. 
Angela Drake led UT scoring with 
19 in their loss to the Chippewas 
Wednesday night. 
Eastern Michigan 5-12 (1-8) at Ak- 
ron 10-6(4-5) 
Akron's slide from the top may 
stop after this game - the Zips havo 
lost five out of six games. Eastern 
Michigan is tied for last along with 
Ball St. 
Netters face tough Buckeye team 
Paul Matltoff 
The BG News 
The Bowling Green Men's ten- 
nis team will face one of its 
toughest tests this year when it 
faces the Ohio 
State Buckeyes 
at the North 
Canton Rac- 
quet Club this 
Saturday. 
Ohio State 
boasts one of 
the top teams 
in the Midwest 
Region and is 
ranked 50th 
nationally   among 
NBA- 
field. Coach Dave Morin feels the 
Buckeyes are extremely talented 
and will be the Falcons toughest 
competition so far this season. 
"Overall they are a very strong 
team," Morin stated. "They will 
be one of the best teams we're 
playing this year." 
Ohio State's strength comes 
from their top two singles 
players in seniors Doug Bloom 
and Jason Homorody. Bloom is 
ranked eleventh in the Midwest 
Region, while Homorody is 
ranked as the twelfth best player 
in the region. 
"The Buckeyes are a very deep 
squad and have many talented 
players,"Morin said.  "But none 
more talented then their top two 
players in Bloom and Homor- 
ody." 
The match against Ohio State 
will be particularly special for 
Falcon freshman Matt Wiles'. 
Wiles' brother, Scott, will be 
playing for the Buckeyes this 
weekend. Making the sibling 
rivalry even more interesting is 
that the players' father, Andy, 
owns the North Canton Racquet 
Club and the matches will be 
played In their hometown. 
Matt Wiles, though, has not 
been rattled by the hype. 'I'm not 
really nervous," Wiles stated. 
"I'll be playing in front of the 
home  crowd,  which  I've  done 
most of my life. I'd just like to 
win." 
Once again the doubles teams 
will be counted on for their play, 
beginning with the first doubles 
team of senior Mark Ciochetto 
and junior Adam Tropp. Cioche- 
tto and Tropp defeated both of 
Ohio State's top doubles teams en 
route to the Ohio Collegiate dou- 
bles championship this past 
summer. The Tropp and Cioche- 
tto doubles team has gone 10-6 
overrall and 2-1 in dual matches 
at the number one doubles spot. 
According to Morin the Fal- 
cons must get off on the right 
foot with the doubles matches. 
Continued from page seven. 
they did on Dec. 16, when Los 
Angeles lost by 20 at Chicago. 
"Earvin Is trying to force feed 
himself and the team, trying to 
get ready for this one," Harris 
said. 
"They've lost three games. 
Who doesn't want to pin No. 4 on 
q " 11 mum if ii M» in »K 




1616 E. Wooster St. 
Bowling Green, OH 
GRAND 
OPENING 
Ohio's Flavorite Neighbor 
HOURS: 
Monday - Thursday 4 pm -1 am 
Friday & Saturday 11 am - S am 
Sunday 12 Noon -11 pm 
them? But I'd hate for the suc- 
cess of this whole thing to rise or 
fall on our ability to pin No. 4 on 
them. I hope we can do it. But as I 
watch them play on film, they're 
the hardest team I've seen to 
guard right now." 
Johnson, who will again come 
off the bench, will primarily be 
matched up against Bulls for- 
ward Dennis Rodman, attempt- 
ing to keep him off the boards. 
However, because the Bulls have 
a big backcourt, with 6-6 Ron 
Harper usually bringing up the 
ball, Johnson could play the point 
some, since starting point guard 
Nick Van Exel is just 6-1. 
"Am I ready for Dennis? No- 
body's ever ready for Dennis," 
Johnson said. "Dennis puts so 
much presure on you. But we 
have to concentrate on him, mak- 
ing sure we keep him from domi- 
nating the game with 20-some- 
thing rebounds. If you can keep 
him in the 14-15 range, you're go- 
ing to have a chance to beat 
them." 
Chicago will be without start- 
ing center Luc Longley, who Is 
out with a sprained left knee. 
Despite the Bulls' winning 
streak, at 16 going Into Thursday 
night's game at Sacramento, and 
their 39-3 record, the game is es- 
sentially a showcase for the re- 
newal of a long-running duel be- 
tween two men who love to com- 
pete - and win. 
The summer Johnson and Jor- 
dan were teammates on the orig- 
inal Dream Team, they spent 
countless hours testing one an- 
other's skills during off hours in 
San Diego, Monte Carlo and Bar- 
celona 
We invite you to Join the Homecoming Committee 
to heap program an EXCITING week of FESTMTCS! 
MEETING TIME: 
Monday. February 5 
Tart Room 
(3rd floor University Union) 
8:00 p.m. 
Refreshments wU be served 






The Associated Press 
PHOENIX - Forward 
Danny Manning, sidelined 
nearly one year with a knee 
Injury, has been activated 
by the Phoenix Suns and is 
expected to play Friday 
night at Cleveland. 
Manning, who signed 
with Phoenix as an un- 
restricted free agent in 
September 1994, has been 
out since tearing the anter- 
ior cruciate ligament in his 
left knee during practice 
last Feb. 6. 
At the time of the Injury, 
the Suns owned the NBA's 
best record at 36-10. They 
lost 13 of the season's final 
36 games and were elim- 
inated for the second 
straight year by the Hous- 
ton Rockets in the second 
round of the playoffs. 
Manning, a two-time All- 
Star who played for the Los 
Angeles Clippers and At- 
lanta Hawks before joining 
Phoenix, has been undergo- 
ing extensive rehabilitation 
since his Injury. 
He tore the same liga- 
ment in his right knee Jan. 
4, 1989, during his rookie 
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I  I 
2 LB. $12 95 
Wing Ding of a 
Pizza Deal 
1 Large Pizza 
w/1 Topping, 
10 Howie wings, 
Celery, Bleu Cheese 
& Hot Sticks 
$9 95 
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JOHN NEWL0VE REAL ESTATE 
SUMMER & FALL RENTALS 
(Too many to list) 
4k 
■in >•••• tiiia 1 IIIIII 111. in' 
Large assortment of 
Houses, Duplexes, and 
Apartments 
Stop in to 319 E. Wooster for a brochure of 
complete details and speak with bur friendly staff! 
354-2260 
John Newlove Real Estate 319 E. Wooster 
(across from Taco Bell) 
Friday, February 2, 1996 The BO News 
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Continued from page seven. 
20 minutes at a time and hopeful- 
ly by the end of It we come out 
with four points on the week- 
end." 
"Anymore, defense is what is 
going to win you hockey games. 
If you keep the other team to 
three goals or less, you have an 
awful good chance of winning." 
Falcon defenseman Matt El- 
dred sees this weekend's games 
as comparable to last Saturday's 
win against Michigan. 
"They're a real hard-working 
team. They're not as skilled as 
Michigan, but they're grittier, 
they work harder and they get 
the win," Eldred said. "They play 
good all-around defense, they 
limit your shots. They're just 
very sound in their system, and 
they just get better as the season 
goes on." 
Lake Superior's defense is 
holding opposing offenses to 
about 23 shots per game, a big 
reason why Laker goaltender 
John Grahame (11-0-1) is the 
CCHA-leader In goals against 
average (1.90) and save percent- 
age (.921). 
But BG mustered 28 shots on 
LSSU in the Falcons 3-2 win in 
Sault Ste. Marie, Mich, last Nov. 
11. In that game, Grahame 
sprained his medial colateral 
ligament and missed about five 
weeks. 
Grahame returned to his form 
prior to the injury and needed to 
make just 14 saves in a 4-1 vic- 
tory over Ferris State last Satur- 
day. 
Broncos overcome poor start 
Rusty Miller 
The Associated Press 
Psst. Over here. Want in on a 
secret? 
Western Michigan. That's 
right. Western Michigan. 
In a season in which cross- 
state counterpart Eastern 
Michigan has stolen most of 
the thunder, Western Michigan 
finds itself in downright great 
shape in the Mid-American 
Conference race. 
Heading Into Saturday's 
game at Central Michigan, the 
Broncos are just 8-9 overall 
because of an ugly 1-6 start. 
But since then, the walking 
wounded have come around 
and Western has won seven of 
Its last 10 games including a 
6-3 slate In the MAC 
"Are you aware of how we 
started of ft" coach Bob Don- 
ewald said with mock disgust 
when asked about his team's 
progress. "Now three of our 
starters were out during that 
period of time for different 
kind of injuries. They're back 
and I don't think we'll ever 
make up what we lost. But we'- 
re certainly a better basketball 
team than what we were early. 
"I don't think we're an out- 
standing team yet. Whether we 
get there or not remains to be 
seen. But we're better." 
If you don't believe it, ask 
Ohio, Toledo and Akron, teams 
the Broncos have beaten dur- 
ing a three-game tear the last 
10 days. 
Saddi Washington Is round- 
ing nicely into form after miss- 
ing the last year and a half with 
two knee surgeries. 
"Saddi won the game for 
them," Akron coach Dan Hlp- 
sher said after Washington 
made all the critical plays 
down the stretch of Wednes- 
day's 51-46 Bronco win. 
Ben Handlogten, the 
6-foot-lO tower inside, hit a 
MAC record 13 of-13 shots 
from the field and scored a ca- 
reer-high 33 points In the vic- 
tory over Toledo. 
Aaron Toothman, finally get- 
ting relief from painful recur- 
ring headaches, is hitting 88 
percent of his free throws and 
adds support on the boards. 
And guys like Joel Burns, 
Joel Black and Russ DesErmia 
have all been important role 
players. 
"I'm pleased where we are," 
said Donewald, In his seventh 




Join the American Marketing Association 
Today! Sign up between Wed. Jan. 24 and 
Fri. Fat. 2 Irom 9:30am to 12:30pm 
outaida of KM AMA showcase in lha 8A Btdg 
Don*! miss out on the opportunity 
ola lifetime' 
AMA' "AMA"'AMA 
ARE YOU HAVING A DIFFICULT TIME RE- 
CRUITING NEW MEMBERS TO YOUR OR- 
GANIZATION? II da answer is yes. men you 
need to attend era "Creative Ways lo Recruit 
New Members' workshop [hat wil be presented 
on Wed.. Fat). 7, 1996 at 7 00 PM in the Alumr. 
Room of the University Union For reserva- 
tions, please contact the Office ol Student Ufa 
at 37? 2843. 
ATTENTION EDUCATION MAJORS 
The Bowling Green Student Education Asso- 
ciation will be holding a Membership Drive in 
the Union Foyer on Feto 5th. 7th. & ith from 10 
am to4p.m. 
BGSEA Bring a friend and 
JOIN TODAY!  
Attention Students 
First 50 donors 
BGSUBIoodmoDile 
will receive 1-day 
Faculty Partung Pass 
ATTENTION!! ATTENTION!! 




AMANIRM (BASEMENT Of COMMONS) 
Bloch Hesketl Ethnic Arts Award 
Competition 
The entry deadline has been emended. Entries 





Last session lor senior portraits 
Don't be left out of your graduating 
class's 1998 KEY yearbook. 
CaH 372-8066 now to schedule a sitting. 
Former Black Panther • David Hillard 
wil be speaking on Wed. Feb. 7 
8pm 'Lenhart Grand Ballroom 
sponsored by UAO '2-7164 
GET INVOLVED W/USOI 
The purpose of the Undergraduate Student 
Government (USG) la lo serve ee the repre- 
eenletlve voice of all undergraduate stu- 
dents at BGSU. USO IS DEDICATED TO IM- 
PROVING STUDENT UFE ON CAMPUS 
AND presently, this Senate la actively ad- 
dressing safely Issues facing our BGSU 
community. PLEASE TAKE TIME TO CON- 
TACT YOUR USG REPRESENTATIVE wHh 
concerns, Ideas, and suggestions regard- 
ing safety aa well aa any other taauee effect- 
ing your environment at BGSU. Make your 
voice heard! 
CONTACT YOUR SENATORS through the 
USG SENATE OFFICE (372-6017) 
or via email (usgr&bgnel bgsu.edu) 
For more Into call UAO ® 2-7164 or USG @ 
2-6116. 





AMANI RM (BASEMENT OF COMMONS| 
Homecoming "96 is Coming i 
Join the "96 Homecoming Committee 
We meetMon. Feb SatSp.m. 
Tail Room-Unrv. Union 
More into cell 372-7124 
Sponsored by UAO 
Learn how to further your career opportunities 
at the first annual Discovery Day Confrence. 
Sal. Feb. 10 from 9am . 12:30pm. Sign up in 
front of the AMA showcase m the BA Buriding 
from Wed. Jan. 24 to Fn. Feb 2 *30em • 
i 12:30pm. Additional information will be pro- 
vided at this time. Hope to see you at the con 
franco. 
SENIOR PORTRAITS NOW BEING TAKEN 
Calf 372-8066 to schedule your sitting 
Last chance for May and August Grads 
16 sitting fee can be 
charged through Bursar. 
Achtungllll 
The Undergraduate Alumni 
Association's annual 
•SPAGHETTI AT MUFTI' Dirmerl 
Is February 6.7pm at the 
Maes Alumni Center. AH UAA 
members. »ieir guests, end anyone 
Interested in foining UAA are 
welcome to anandl (it's free) 
Find out what UAA is about! 




Interested Persons Please go 






A special guest from Midwest/Northwest Voter 
Registration Education Project 
Dale: Friday February 2.1996 
I2noon-1pm 
The Student Court Room. 4th Floor of tie 
Saddlemire Student Services Buriding. Topic is 
voters registration, and Latino Vote USA '96 
Refreshments will be provided by Latino Stu- 
dent Union. Open to the public. 
WELCOME BACK PARTY 
Do you feel like dancing, eating, and meeting 
people from all over the world this weekend? 
Come to the Welcome Back Partyl 
Organized & sponsored by fie World Student 
Association 
Where: 11 th Fl OffenhauerWest. 
When: Feb. 2nd (Friday) 
Time:8pm-12am 
Refreshments win be servedl Dance with mu- 
sic from al countnesl Msel people from ai 
countries! 
HAVE FUN!! 
LOST & FOUND 
FOUND 
Blue A white contact case w/ contact, in 2nd 
fir. West Hall women's restroom, a couple of 
weeks ago Claim In 204 West Hal'/BG News 
SERVICES OFFERED 
Pregnant? 
Free Pregnancy tests. Confidential and 
caring. 354-4673 BG Pregnancy Center 
HeyStudenbi! 
Check out the copymg 
and Faxing Service* 
from A to Z Data ai 
Fridays TV Using*. 
Will Baoysitl 
I'm very neoble. responsible college student 
Many references in BG area CaH 372 5322 
PERSONALS 
A New Year. A Healthy Body I 
Free 8-week sessiona, beginning the 
1 at wee* of February. 
Taught by a nurse 6 hearth educator for 
students looking lor an eating plan to 
promote a healthier body. 
Call 372-9355 to register. 





Last session for senior portraits. 
Don t be left out of you graduating 
class's 1998 Key yearbook. 
CaH 372-8086 now to schedule a sitting 
FRIDAY SPECIAL 
$5.95 SEAFOOD SPLASH! 
A variety of seafood 
and our. "own" clam chowder. 
Incl: clams^sca!lops, shrimp, and Pollock. 
Also complete salad bar and baked potato. 
Open 11:30-1:30 
Best Values On Campus 
PRSSA PRSSA PRSSA 
Learn how 10 find your 
Dream |ob In PRI Mon. Fab. 5th 
al 7:00pm 125 Oracamp 
PRSSA PRSSA PRSSA 
DAYTONA BEACH SPRING BREAK! 
Break away to the honest action in Florida 
where guys meet girls' New motel on the 
ocean. AAA-ated, beach volleyball, tree MTV. 
Pool and wet bar open 24 hours. Dent be left 




"A Summer in Mexico Program" 
4 weeks in Guadalajara and 1 in MeiCo City. 6 
firs credit in two courses on Mexican culture. 
There la no substitute for positive experience 
than to travel through cultural realities ol An- 
cient and Modem Mexico For more informa- 
son carl ProletsorAndrads 372-7119. 
FREE FINANCIAL AID! 
Over $6 Billion in public and private SSCKX 
grants & scholarships is now available. Al stu- 
dents are eligible regardless of grades. In- 
come, or parenrs income. Let us help. Can 
Student Financial Services: 1800-263-8405 
ext. FSS444. 
Hey Students! 
See what the newly 
remodeled Quarters Bar » Grill 
ha* In Friday* TV Listings 
—AGO— 
Alpha Gamma Delta wants 
to congratulate Jen Babcox on her 




The sisters ol Gamma Pta Beta would like lo 
congratulate Marianne Keyes on her Panhet 
position as Organization Rapresenlativel Co- 
ngrats and good lucki 
Gamma Phi 
GET INVOLVED W/USOI 
The purpose of the Undergraduate Student 
Government (USG) la lo serve aa the repre- 
sentative voice of all undergraduate stu- 
dents at BGSU. USO IS DEDICATED TO IM- 
PROVING STUDENT UFE ON CAMPUS; 
AND presently, this Senate la actively ad- 
dreeaing safely leeuea lacing our BGSU 
community. PLEASE TAKE TIME TO CON- 
TACT YOUR USG REPRESENTATIVE wNh 
conceme, Ideaa, and euggeetlone regard- 
ing safety aa well aa any other Issue* effect- 
ing your environment et BGSU. Make your 
voice heard! 
CONTACT YOUR SENATORS through the 
USO SENATE OFFICE (372-8017) 
or via email (usg@>bgn*t .bgeu.edu) 
For more Into call UAO 9 2-7164 or USG @ 
2-*11*. 
MTRAMURALS ENTRIES DUE: MEN'S. 
WOMEN'S. COED CURLING - FEBRUARY 
13: COED WHIFFLEBALL - FEBRUARY 28: 
MEN'S. WOMEN'S. COED VOLLEYBALL . 
r MARCH 8 PICK UP ENTRY FORMS IS 130 
UNIVERSITY FIELD HOUSE. ALL ENTRIES 
DUE BY 4:00PM ON DUE DATE. 
HITCH THE SKIES 
Carrio/Mei only (189 r/t 
Europe $169/ Low Domestic Rates 
AIRHfTCH 
8003213-2009 
Now's the (me lor shotouts 6 classifieds in Tie 
Obsidian. Say "Hi. what's up' or whatever you 
want to that special someone, friends, or fellow 
greeks. Hurry, last day is Friday, Feb. 2nd. 





LAST WEEK FOR SENIOR PORTRAITS 
If you are graduating in May Or August call The 
KEY  yeirbook office at 372-6086  now  to 
schedule your siting. $6 fee can be charged 
through the bursar. 
SPRING BREAK '98 Cancun horn 1429. Ja- 
maica from $469. Florida from (109. Guar- 
anteed lowest prices! Organize a group of 15 
and go tree! Call 800-6484849 lor more kilo. 
On-campus contact: Jm 352-8641.  
GOVT FORECLOSED Home* for pennies on 
$1. Delinquent Tax. Repo's, REO's Your arae. 
Tot Free (I) 800-898-9778 Ext 2076 for cur- 
rent listings. 
Spring Break Panama City Beach Florida from 
$99 per person per week. Tiki Beach Bar, 
Huge Beachslde hot tub, Free information 
l-aOO-468-6628. 
Spring Break One Slop Shopping!!! 
All destinations, most lour companies. 
Tired of searching every bulletin board? 
Save TimolllCal Jm 352-8641 Pdaylll 
SPRING BREAK '(* WHh only 1 week lo 
llve-DONT BLOW ITU BOOK NOWII 
GUARANTEED LOWEST PRICES! Florida A 
Padre $109 Bahama* till. Ja- 
maica/Cancun 6399. Organize a group- 
TRAVEL FREEH FOR FREE INFO: SunS- 
plssh Toura 1-800-426-7710. 
The sisters of Chi Omega would kke to con- 
gratulate Erin Rlnehart on her lavaliering lo PI 
Kappa Phi Jeff Borcherdlng from Indiana uni- 
versity. 
continued on p. 10 
Cancun 
GREENBRIAR, INC. 
Time is running out on these apartments... 
• Columbia Court 
i East Merry 
> Field Manor 
' Frazee Avenue 
... Get them while they last! 
224 E. Wooster 352-0717 
#7 SPRING BREAK 
March 22 - 2% 1996 
Enjoy the excitement and nonstop fun of 
CANCUN, MEXICO - the f1 Resort. 
Imperial Las PerlaS - Standard beachfront 
140 room hotel on beach, close Triple   $539 
to downtown and clubs, with 2 pools. --.       ■  +JQQ 
bar and restaurant. IJUaa   WT2 
Casa Maya - Moderate Beachfront Suites 
327 rooms featuring 1 -Bedroom Oceanview        «. .   •     C£7Q 
Suites with separate living rrxxtfretrtgerator/       triple  £ft/y 
cable TV. 2 swimming pools, watersports QU3u   $629 
facility. 3 bars & 3 restaurants. 
Oasis Cancun - Moderate Beachfront 
965 room mega-resort on huge beach with 3        Triple $649 
giant pools, tennis courts, 5 restaurants, mini       -, Jv . < r qq 
golf course, beach club and entertainment. IJuaa $5yy 
Includes roundtrip air from Detroit (Friday eve. departure), 7 
nights hotel, transfers between Cancun Airport and 
hotel, and services of a local representative. 
Prices are in US$. per person, plus $35 
departure taxes. Charier 
ParticBjani Agreement Required. 
TriDil Charter 
I    N    T   E    n   N    A 
l() RESERVE YOUR PLACE IN THE SUN, 
CALL YOUR LOCAL TRAVEL AGENT 
II)  Will! \tl< llll.-W s --/ t)l'l KM OK IO(  \\t t  V 
Are You Hungry? 
The first 200 seniors to have their portraits taken this 
week will receive a coupon good for a free small 
pizza from the Pizza Outlet. 
This is the last chance for May 
and August Grads to have their 
portraits taken. 
call 372- 8086 
Session Extended 
Through Next Wednesday 
^SpWH" 
page ten The IHi News Friday, February 2,1996 
3> 
Webber out for season 
David Glnsburg 
The Associated Press 
LANDOVER, Md. - Wash- 
ington Bullets forward Chris 
Webber has apparently de- 
cided to have surgery on his 
weak left shoulder, a proce- 
dure that would keep him out 
for the rest of the season. 
Webber has been consider- 
ing surgery since the presea- 
son, when he dislocated his 
shoulder for the second time in 
nine months. He has played in 
only IS games this season. 
The 6-foot-10 Webber went to 
New York on Wednesday to see 
a specialist. 
'It's almost a definite he's 
doing it," Bullets spokesman 
Jim Delaney said this morning. 
"We should know something 
positive, one way or another, 
sometime today." 
Webber and his agent, Falla- 
sha Erwin, were not available 
for comment But Erwin told 
The Washington Post late 
Wednesday night, "If he's still 
in New York, you can speculate 
that he wont play again this 
season. 
"This has been a very diffi- 
cult time for Chris. He's a 
competitive person and he 
hates not playing. But he rec- 
ognizes that what he's going to 
do is the right thing." 
The   rehabilitation   process 
following the surgery is ex- 
pected to take about six 
months. Webber feared that he 
might not be ready for the start 
of the 1996-97 season if he de- 
layed the operation until after 
the current season. 
Webber has been bothered 
by the shoulder ever since 
December 1994, when he dislo- 
cated it in a game against the 
Golden State Warriors. He hurt 
it again in an October presea- 
son game in Indiana, and im- 
mediately went on the injured 
list. 
He knew at that point that 
surgery was inevitable, but had 
hoped to make it through the 
season without having surgery. 
Seahawks leaving Seattle, 
heading to Los Angeles 
JlmCour 
The Associated Press 
SEATTLE - The Seattle Sea- 
hawks, faced with highs costs of 
renovating the aging Kingdome, 
are leaving for Los Angeles and 
will play next season in the Rose 
Bowl, team sources said today. 
Seahawks owner Ken Behring 
met with King County officials 
today to notify them of the move. 
The Seahawks would be the 
fifth NFL franchise to change cit- 
ies in the last year. The Raiders 
and Rams moved out of Los An- 
geles last year. The Cleveland 
Browns  have   announced   they 
will play next season in Balti- 
more and the Houston Oilers will 
move to Tennessee. 
Since the Rams and Raiders 
moved out of Los Angeles, it left 
the nation's second-largest TV 
market without an NFL team. 
Other teams still considering 
moving include the Arizona Car- 
dinals and Tampa Bay Bucca- 
neers. 
Behring reportedly had a study 
indicating it could cost as much 
as $90 million to fortify the 
Kingdome against earthquakes - 
at least three times more than 
earlier estimates. 
That amount, along with other 
improvements sought by the 
Seahawks, could send the cost of 
renovating the domed stadium 
past $200 million. 
Earlier estimates of seismic 
repairs to the county-owned sta- 
dium have been $10 million to $30 
million. 
If the county couldn't afford to 
make those improvements, Behr- 
ing conceivably could use It as an 
excuse to break the team's lease, 
which runs through 2005. 
Behring has repeatedly com- 
plained that the 20-year-old sta- 
dium is not the first-class facility 
guaranteed in the team's lease. 
The B( i News 








Tossed Salad. Cup of Soup 
and bnMdsDck only $2.05 
Kaufman's al the lodge 
Mon.-Fn. 11-2 
USG-USG-USG-USG 
Have your voice heard! 
Attend USG't General Assembly 
Man. Fab. S al 7:30 In 11} Otacamp 
Address you' concerns lo YOURIoaders 
ol the student body. 
You can make a difference! 
USGIJSG'USGTJSG 
Women's rvigy into meeting 
Wed. Feb. 7,205 ED. BLDG 
700 p.m. Questions, call 
Heether or Rachel at 372-4545 
WANTED 
1 male Sublease' needed immediately. Split 
elednc a phone Own room. 354-7030. Chris 
and Chad 
2 Sublease's needed immediately! Nice 
apartment located on 4rh St J175/month.Call 
352*421 ask for Nikkl or call 874 5869 day 
Wno, 068-5427 after 6 pm.  
Female Roommate tor May-August. $300 plus 
electric. Close to campus. Own room. Call 
'354-5021 ask tor Beth 
Female Subleaser needed ASAP 
Non-smoker, own room, very quiet 
very low util   i'em Call 352-5423 
When Old Man Winter Is 
Knocking At Your Door And 
The Chill Runs Through Your 
Body 
ARBORS OF BOWLING 
GREEN 
Can Add A Lot Ol Sunshine 
To Your Life! 
Warm up to These 
Brand New Features: 
• Beautiful New, Fully 
Equipped Kitchen With 
Dishwasher 
• Washer & Dryer Hook- 
ups 
• Decorative Mini Blinds 
• New Central Air 
Conditioning 
• Economical Gas Heating 
& Cooking 
• Garage With Opener 
Available 
1 BR Ranch Home 
2 BR Ranch Home 
2 BR Town Home 
3 BR Town Home, 
Arbors ofBo-wGng Qrun 
360 Colony Lane 
Bowling Green 
(Adjacent to Wal-Mart, off S. Main 
St.) 
ol1 for Ou' Worcfoble Rotes 
553 981 I 
Female Subleaser needed Clean, quiet, & 
non-smoking Close to campus. 
 353-5074, KeHy 
Female to sublease immod 2 bdrm. apt. Non- 
smoker. Summit Terrace Apt. Very Nice 
$162/rT>o. Call 3S2-913Sor 419 639 2486. 
Graduate Student or Young Professional to 
sublease now until end ol July. 2 bedroom apt. 
excellent condition New in Aug. $475/mo. 
353-5223. 
Male or lemale subleaser from now unW May. 
$225/mo. Close lo campus. Etectnc A phone 
only.Verynceapl.Cail353-32i2. 
Ftmie. warned 96-97 schoolyear. 
$i 70/mo. No ubl. Own room. Ask lor Chris or 
Marcy 352-6724. 
SUBLEASE I 
Very large bedroom 
S1607month. Available now. 
Call 353 2705 
Subleaser needed-Spring Semester. 109 1/2 
N. Mam St. $i65/mo ♦ eiec. Across from 
Tmedo. 353-3474. 
Summer Subleaser Needed 
Own Room, Hillsdale Apts.. lots of space 
brand new. Call Tom & 372-6696 
HELP WANTED 
% Cruise Ships H.rmgi Students Needed' US • 
Free Travel (Caribbean, Europe. Hawaii1) 
Seasonal/Permanent. No Eiper. Necessary. 
Gde. 919-929-4398 e« CQ173  
$1750 weekly possible maMmg our circuiars. 
No experience required. Begin now. For info- 
call 301-306-1207.  
»35,0OO/YR. INCOME potential. Reading 
books.   Tool   Free   (1)   600-896-9778   Ext 
R 2076 tor details  
500 SUMMER CAMP OPPORTUNITtS IN 
NY, PA, NEW ENGLAND Choose from over 
40 camps. Instructors needed: Tennis. Base- 
ball, Hockey, RoHerbJade, Soccer. Lacrosse. 
Softball, Volleyball. Basketball. PE Mjacs. Ed- 
ucation Majors. Gymnastics, English Riding, 
Lifeguard. WSI. Water-skiing. Sailing, Wind- 
surfing. Fitness. Archery. Ml. Biking, Pioneer- 
ing. Rockdimbing. Ropes, Dance. Piano Ac- 
companies!, Dramatics, Ceramics, Jewelry. 
Woodshop, Photography. Radio, Nature, RN's. 
Chefs, Food Service Ariene 1-800-443-6428; 
516-433-8033. 
Alaska Student Jobs' Great $$$< Thousands of 
jobs    available.    Male/Famala. 
Roorn/Boa/d/T ran soon often provided. Great 
Adventure. Gde. 919-933 0188 exL A1073 
ASSEMBLERS: Excellent income 
lo assemble products at home. 
Into 1 -504 646-1700 DEPT OH-6255 
Assisant Manager 
Prefer worker with pizza experience. 
3S4-3100.  






Dont look for a job before you hava your 
senior portrait taken. Call 372 8086 now to 
schedule a sitting. Last chance this year. 
Child care needed m our Bowling Green home. 
for twins. Non-smoker, dependable person 
with references 1st Aid. CPR Certified Pre- 
ferred. Call 3520827. 
COUNSELORS  •   INSTRUCTORS  needed! 
100 positions! Coed summer camp. Pocono 
Mtns. PA- Pood salafy/llpst (908) 689-3339 
CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRING 
Earn up to $2.000-/month working on Cruise 
Ships or Land-Tour companies. World travel. 
Seasonal A full-ome employment available. No 
experience necessary. For more information 
cal 1-206-971 -3550 exl. CSS444. 
Dtswasher needed IMMEDIATELY I 
Some days, some nights. Apply at BG Country 
Club. 923 Fairview Ave. 352-3100.  
Earn Extra Money1 Need delivery drivers lor 
the holiday. Use your own vehicle. Paid per 
stop. Attend informational meeting, Feb. 7, 5 
p.m. at Ken's Flower Shop. Perrysburg. 140 
W.S Boundry. 874-1333 
Full PT Positions Available 
Fastest growing nationally licensed long dis- 
tance carrier seeks independent representa 
Lives lo operate our business. Personalized 
work schedule, serious income potential. In- 
formational meeting held by senior representa- 
tives al Kaufman's. E. Woosier St.. Hoiley 
Lodge on Monday Feb. 5 at 630 p.m. Cal 
1-600-661 8025 pin 9462 lor more into. 
Help Warned, Seaetary/Bookkeeper. 12-20 
hrs. per week, flexible scheduling. Can 
352-5335. 
DINNF.R SPECIALS 
l-RIOAY   SATURDAY   SUNDAY 
c«-T"l'<, 
CERTIFIED ANGUS 
PRIME RIB »i3.« 
CHICKEN DIPLOMAT HI* 
GRILLED SWORDFISH HI* 
SCALLOPS ALFREDO »I I.* 
FOLETOFPlCKERKUll* 
VEALSAITIMB0CCA>I4.<< 
MARYLAND CRAB CAKES »i2 * 
146 North Main • Bowling Green 






MANAGEMENT POSITIONS ARE 
AVAILABLE IN 
CLEVELAND,AKRON 
YOUNOSTOWN t TOLEDO. 
LAST SUMMER OVER 900 
COLLEGE * UNIVERSITY 
STUDENTS RAN THEIR OWN 
BUSINESS WITH US GAINING 
EXCEPTIONAL WORK EXPERIENCE 
IN RECRUITING S INTERVIEWING. 
MARKETING i SALES. 
PRODUCTION MANAGEMENT. 
EMPLOYEE MANAGEMENT. 
PROFITABILITYANAL YSIS AND 
MORE!" 
TO GET MORE INFORMAVON 
ABOUT OUR MANAGEMENT 




Rental Office       Phone 
530 S. Maple        352-9378 
Leasing for 96 - 97 
I ox Run Mini Mall 
Haven House Manor Small Biiiklini;* 
Piedmont Frontier Housing 
Birchwooil Place Houses 
You snooze, you lose!!! 
ALASKA EMPLOYMENT 
Fishing Industry. 
Earn up K> $3,00046.000* per month. Room a 
Board! Transportationi Male/Female. No ex- 
perience    necessaryi   (206)971-3510   exl 
A5S442.  
If you are looking to gain experience in Market- 
ing, Management, Or^ea. or General Business 
cal QTP at 1-800-35*-5987 OTP is current^ 
hiring motivated students 10 fill position* in 
Maumee, Sylvanla, Perrysburg, and Toledo. 
Earn 17,000410.000 white gaining a possible 
internship. Positions are.filled on a first come 
first serve basis.  
Inside Help. Drivers needed. 
(Must have own car) tor part time work. 
Flexible hrs . good pay. 
Apply Today at Hungry Howies. 354-3100. 
Office Cleaning evenings 
12-16 hrs. per week Own transportation 
required Call 352 5822 
Our firm is looking lor individuals who want lo 
gam comprehensive management experience 
next summer. Earn $6,000 $10.000 per •urn- 
mar. Positions available throughout OH, Ml, IN. 
including Cleveland, Columbus. Youngstown. 
Cincinnati, and more 800^67 i960 
Part-time help needed Must be outgoing & like 
tomeetpeopJe Work 15moseyFri.A6at even- 
ings Irom 7-12 Must have reliable »an*porta- 
ton. Some photography background a plus but 
not necessary Call 1 800-344 1833 ask tor 
BnjQS, ^      
Seasonal employment available as a 
Whitewater rat guide mWV Experience 
not requireed. Must be 19 years old. be 
a non-smoder. and have first aid and CPR. 
Contact North American River Runners 
PO Box 81. H«0 VW 25854 
800-950-2585 EOC 
Summer business. Are you an entrepreneur? 
Great opportunity, tow start up cost, manage- 
ment tammg. Earn up to $600 per week. Vehi- 
cle   r.eq.   Call   Greenland   Irrigation 
1 800 361-4074. 
Take the Lead 
Become A Campus Tour Guidel 
Applications are available in 
110 McFall Center 
Jan. 29-Feb. 2 
II you have any questions cal 
372-9866. 
TEACH ENGLISH IN KOREA 
Positions available every month. Bachelor de- 
gree required. $l8.0OO-24,0OO/yr. Accom.. air- 
fare A benefits. Send resume, copy ol diploma 
& copy ol passport to. Bok > Corp. Chun Bang 
Btog., 154-13 Samsung Dong. Kangnam Gu. 
Seoul. Korea TEL: 011^22-555-5627 FAX: 
011 822 552 4329.  
The Key Yearbook is looking tor reliable pho- 
tographers. Applicants must have their own 
camera and be able to work flexible hours. Cal 










_..._.,.    _    W000IANQ 
CINEMA 5    mil 
1234 N. Main St. 354-0558 
- 
BOX OFFICE OPENS 
AT 4:35 Mon lo Fri 
•While Squall PG - 13 
1:00,3:45,7:00,9:45 
I 




'BLACK SHEEP - PG 13 
1:10,3:15,5:30,7:40,9:50 
•THE JUROR - R 
12:30, 2:55, 5:20,7:45,10:10 
FROM DUSK TILL DAWN - R 
12:40, 3:30, 5:45, 7:55,10:05 
•■OPISVS •• NOPitxtsunRunRS 
Toledo Auto Aucbon 
Part-lime help needed 
Inquire al 9797 Freemont Pike in 
Perrysburg. even/ day except Wednesday 
TRAVEL ABROAD AND WORK 
Make up to $25-45/hr. leaching basic conver- 
sational €ngtisrt in Japan. Taiwan, or S. Korea. 
No teaching background or Asian languages 
required. For information call' (206) 971-3570 
ext.J55443. 
FOR SALE 
'95 Gary Fisher Rangitoto w/ Trek Shock EL. 
Many new parts; includes helmet, shorts, jer- 
sey A gloves. $500. 2 MTX 10" subwoofers. 
MIX 10" Bandpass enclosure. 1 mo. old, 
$200 Call2-1287.  
12 x 60 Hallmark mobile home, unique barn- 
sided tntenor, sprayed ceilings, garden tub. 
New furnace, water heater, floor insulation, 
and back door. Must see interior to appreciate 
Asking $6500. Only 10 miles from BG, Lawn 
dale. MB (VVeston), 669-3910.  
Acura 88 Integra 5 spd. Air, Stereo, no rust. 
Super condition. $3300. Call 352-5784.  
Sony S CO Changer Stereo for Salell 
Includes receiver, speakers, dubbing system 
Excellent condition & great sound quality 
$400 or negotiable Call 353-3410 
Spnng Breakl Panama Oryi 8 Days Room With 
Kitchen $1191 Walk To Best Bars' 7 Nights In 
Key West $2591 Cocoa Beach Hilton (Great 
Beaches-Near Disney) $1691 Daytona $1391 
h II p. //www. spring break travel, com 
1-800-678-6386. 
Spring Break  Specials Cancun  $ Jamaica! 
111% Lowest Pnce Guarantee) 7 Nights Air & 
Hotel From $4291 Save $ 100 On Food/Dnnksl 
http://www.springbreaktravel.com 
1-800-676-6366. 
Spring Break Bahamas Party Crmsel 7 Days 
$2791 Includes  15 Meals A 6 Free Parties! 
Great Beoches/N-ghtMe' Leaves From Ft. 
Lauderdalel 
hitp jfmtw. springbreaktr a vet .com 
1-800-678-6386. 
Effic 1 & 2 bdrm. apts. m houses. 
12 mo. leases only starting in May. Steve 
Smith 352-8917. (no calls after 9:00pm). 
Houses, 1 ft 2 bedroom Furnished apts. 
1 year. 9 month, and summer leases 
LOOKI704 Fifth SI. 
Call 352-3445 
Sign 9,12 mo., or Summer leases 
Now Available/ 1 bdrm. furn. A unfum, apis. 
Cozy cottagecharm, 1 block from campus. 
FREE gas heat, water, sewer. Pets permitted. 
Call Newlove Rentals 352-5620 (Our only of- 
flee.) 
One bedroom apartment 
AVAILABLE NOW 
Call 354-8800  
Stop by and check us out. 
a 1 and 2 bedroom apartments 
torn, and unfurn. and campus shuttle! 
Winthrop Terrace 
   352-9135 
FOR RENT 
2 bdrm. house 236 Troop St Available May 15. 
1996 - May 15. 1997. $750 ♦ uui .'mo ALL 
NEW, washer/dryer, garage 352-6847 eve. 
2 Female rmmts. needed for summer 
session. $250 for enure summer. Close 
to campus. Cal 354-4191. 
3 bdrm Baldwin Si. ALL NEW. washer/dryer, 
garage. Avail. May 15 1996 • May IS, 1997. 
$950 * util/mo. 352 6647 eve. 
353-0325'Carry Rentals 
Apartments for 96-97 school year 
300 block of E. Merry. 9,12,15 month leases. 
Close to campus: Leasing < i-97 
House: 835 Fifth. 3 bdrms. 750Vmo plus uol. 
Aug. 
Apart: 3191/2 Ridge, 1 bdrm. 300/mo. May. 
John Frobose 352 9392 
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I'll* Vta»»™«*nL Erin Mia. 
Immi Vim- pra.rn.nl: Brian Cm. 
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H Martins »m»l«r> ShMU TalUn 
C.ir-l»m«rn Sammy Hlchaal If* 
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Camidlanl Sakrlna WhjU 
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call the ereeldetH. advlaor. or ogee ■» 
SPRING CALENDAR 
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VALENTINES 
VALENTINE'S DAY LOVE NOTES 
Lei your valenkne know how muoh you cere 
Look lor Bie order form m TODAYS PAPE Rl 
UeHlAIHL.IM .ISUi 
PUBLCATION: Wed., Feb 14 
Management Inc. 
353-5800 
New New New New New 
New 
Hillsdale Apts., 2 bdrm flats, 
very spacious, 9 foot ceiling, 
car ports, 9-1/2 or 12 mo. 
lease. Starts at $600. 
Management Inc. 
New New New New New 
New 
Hillsdale Apts., Large 
studios high vaulted ceilings, 
unique floor plan and car 
ports. 12 mo. lease starts at 
$350. 
Management Inc. 
Huge 1 bdrms, 215 E. Poe 
Rd. laundry on site, lots of 




215 E. Poe Rd., Starts at 
$225. All utilities included. 
Half the Security Deposit 
holds it now. 
Management Inc. 
830 Fourth St.The Willow 
House is now Leasing for 
next year, lbdrm, gas heat. 
A/C, starting at $330/mo. 
Management Inc. 
HOM€ FRLCON HOCK€Y TONIGHT RND TOMORROW VS. LflKC SUP6RIOR 
n PORTION OF nil P€f>SI Sni€S Will BCNCFIT INJURCD BOSTON UNIVCRSITV PIRVCR TftRVIS nov 
,'. 
- 
iiy Movies, Girl Movies 
's Ace Reporters 
tackle the battle 
f o r the remote 
control. 
The Cleaning Lady 
from West Hall. A fix- 
ture for many years, 
West Hall's finest is 
Joe's latest subject. 
Welcome to Florida: 
America's Rest Home. 
WR's Joe Boyle takes a 
twisted trip to the Sun- 
shine State. 








The Bandwagon: A biting yet 
whimsical look at movie trail- 
ers, by the biting yet whimsical 
Aaron Weisbrod. 
Cocktails with...Sandy 
Lewallen, the lady who 
picks up after people in West 
Hall. By Joe Peiffer 
Welcome to the 
Occupation:WR reprints the 
seized notes of a bizarre trip to 
Florida, home of Wonder Bread. 
By Joe Boyle 
So you think you like 
movies... WR conducts a 




































FRANCIS IN THE HAUNTED HOUSE 
FRANCIS GOES TO WESTPOINT starring DONALD O'CONNOR 
WHAT A 
GREAT ASS! 
Francis the Talking Mule 
was a dm hero, and ass, ol tha 
1850s. Francis starred In at 
least lour motion pictures, 
several ol which were recently 
re-released. These promo 
pictures ol America's termerly- 
tavorite ass were sent to the 
edttorsolWR. 
Week Two ... The Return of Swampy ... 
If you're reading this space, you've got entirely too 
much time on your hands. Welcome back for Round 
Two of WR. This week we've got Notes from Florida, 
More Cocktails with the Cleaning Lady, The Revenge 
of Aaron Weisbrod's Bandwagon, and our cover sotry, 
guy movies vs. girl movies. 
Let's get one thing straight right away — by 
labeling movies as "guy" and "girl" we ARE NOT 
trying to start any war of the sexes or trying to offend 
anybddy. Therefore we ask those of you who may be 
composing letters right now complaining to think 
about having some fun while you're alive. 
-Joe Boyle 






focal point of 
the band. 
—Keith, drummer 
"We were just messing around, a 
couple people with the instrument thing, 
and some guy was actually doing shows in 
town and heard 
about us through our 
brother. [The guy] 
told us that he was 
booking a show for 
Friday, and we were 
like Um...OK.' We 
didn't have any 
songs or anything so 
we had a week to get 
ready for every- 
thing..." 
And so began the musically legacy 
that is Chicken Dog 
"We didn't have a name either..." 
The ever-so-studly Micha continued as the 
two of us, along with Chicken Dog's ever- 
so-studly drummer Keith sat in the cozy 
confines of Micha's car. "Chicken Dog was 
just a name I threw around. I thought it 
was a really dumb name for a band, so I 
was like "We're gonna be called 'Chicken 
Dog,' and everyone else was like "Yeah 
right we are.' So anyway, this guy was 
pressuring me (for a name)...And I said 
'We're Chicken Dog,' and that's how we 
got that name." 
After the strenuous task of finding 
their ever-so-studly name, Chicken Dog 
decided to stay in their ever-so-studly town 
of Warren, Ohio for about two years. 
"We built-up a pretty good follow- 
ing there." Studly Micha reminessed. 
But with the passage of time comes 
change, and Chicken Dog eventually 
found themselves re-located to Toledo. No one 
outside of the members of Chicken Dog knows 
exactly what Toledo temptation lured them away 
from playing their metal/ 
rock fusion of music for 
about a year...but you just 
can't keep a good Chicken 
Dog down. 
With two new band 
members and a tighter sound 
than ever, Chicken Dog is 
on the prowl again blowing 
the minds (and eardrums) of 
all those who dare to attend 
their shows. 
The band has slated late spring as the 
(hopeful) release of a new CD, but for now you 
can hear the new line-up on the local compilation 
"Nobody Knows Who You Are." Ask for it by 
name at your favorite record store, and don't 
forget to check-out Chicken Dog at The Asylum/ 
Underground in Toledo on Febuary 11th as they 
open the show for Napalm Death. 
Yes, THE Napalm Death 
Aaron Weisbrod wants to be a Chicken 
Dog when he grows up. The first ten 
people to approach him at the Napalm 
Death show on Feb. 11 will get free 
auto- 
graphs 
from     ?5 
him. Be 
there! 
Live Fat... Die Young 
Howard's clubH Mon-Sot 12-2:30 om        I   I 
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Nightly 7 00 
and 9:30 
Midnight only 
Coming Attractions: ■Fathe' of 
the Bride.Part II" &'12 Moeys" 
fiage 3 r.Weekend. BeaJity • February 2.JS&6 
Cocktails with... 
By Joe Peiffer 
Custodian Sandy 
Lewallen 
A man on toilet with no 
bathroom tissue is no man at all. 
This week WR's own Joe Peiffer 
holes up a vacuum and talks with 
the most powerful employees in 
West Hall - Sandy Lewallen. She 
cleans, she hates Disney, and 
loves students. Intrigued? Read 
on.... 
Joe: There's nothing to this. It's real 
easy. 
Sandy: I hope It's not too hard. 
Joe: Hey. listen. If they let me do it 
you know It's not too tough.The first 
one's easy, how are you? 
Sandy: I'm doing fine. It's been a 
hard day. though. The salt, we've had 
a lot of mopping the last two days 
because of the salt. It's not caused by 
the students, it's Just the weather. 
Joe: Everybody tracks it In? 
Sandy: Yeah. I don't know why they 
put so much out. It's hard on the 
carpet. 
Joe: How many times do you mop a 
day with all this salt? 
Sandy: Usually two or three, but If 
we have a lot of snow like out here at 
the entrance, sometimes I'll do that 
three or four times. It keeps the wet 
up so nobody falls down. 
Joe: What time do you have to be 
here? 
Sandy: 4 a.m. 
Joe: How long have you been at it 
Sandy: I've worked at the University 
for fifteen years. 
Joe: In this capacity? 
Sandy: Yes. I worked over at the 
music building for 11 years. Then I 
was over In Hayes Hall for one year, 
and now I've been In West Hall for 
two years. < 
Joe: West Hall. West Hall Is much 
more fun. Isn't It? 
Sandy: Yes, there's some good stu- 
dents over here. I've had no problem 
with students anywhere that I've 
worked. You hear all these stories 
about students, 
but I've never had 
a student talk 
nasty to me or 
anything. Well, 
maybe that's 
because I try to 
be nice to them 
too. 
Joe: What made 
you come here to 
the University? 
Sandy: Well, there 
was a couple of 
reasons.  It had 
good benefits, my husband's self- 
employed, and we didn't have as 
good of Insurance as I have here. 
Then the opportunity for my kids to 
go here.  My son didn't go here, but 
my daughter did. and she graduates 
in May. 
Joe: Is that exciting for you? 
Sandy: Yeah, she'll be the first one In 
our family to receive a bachelor's 
degree — a four year bachelor's 
degree.  My son has his associate's 
degree, but I'm" really proud of that 
boy. 
Joe: Is she your last child at home? 
Sandy: Yes. We Just have two. 
Joe: How does that feel? 
Sandy: I don't know. I klnda have 
mixed emotions about that. (Laugh- 
ter In background) 
Joe: If you had a Saturday night 
where you didn't have anything to 
do, where would you like to go? 
Sandy: There's a lot of things we do 
on Saturday nights. Sometimes we go 
out for dinner ~ my husband and I. 
Sometimes we Just stay home and 
watch TV. 1 like to watch TNN. 
Joe: Do you have a favorite show? 
Sandy: Probably the "Grand OF 
Opry" on Saturday nights. And my 
husband, he watches wrestling - 
he's a wrestling fan.  But that goes 
off before my show comes onl (laugh- 
ter) 
Joe: Otherwise It might be wrestling 
In the LeWallen house. 
Sandy: Last week we went to a 
movie: Mr. Holland's Opus. It was 
decent 
Joe: Where'd you go on your last 
vacation? 
Sandy: My last vacation was a year 
ago Christmas time... we went to 
Florida. 
Joe: What'd you do down there? 
Sandy:  I Went to some flea markets - 
- went to Disney. 
Joe: Did you like Disney? 
Sandy:  I'm not really Impressed with 




Joe: My God. 
that's almost 
1.000 people per 
mouse. If Presi- 
dent Rlbeau was 
to ask you to 
lunch, what 
would you talk 
to him about. 
Sandy: I would 
probably talk to 
him about the 
University, his career, and his family. 
"Have you ever gotten 
upset at the higher-ups 
and not refilled their bath- 
room tissue for their big- 
wig washrooms?" 
"No. I guess I never really 
worked where the big-wig 
washrooms were." 
Joe: What would you like to see 
done at he University? 
Sandy: IVe never really had any 
problems.  I did have a problem with 
a supervisor one time.  But as far as 
my career at the University. IVe 
never really had any prob- 
lems. I think what he's II 
doing as far as the com- 
munity, that's a good 
thing. 
Joe: How? 
Sandy: It seems like 
some things we want to 
get done - well, I don^ 
want to pick on 
the maintenance de- 
partment- I guess It 
Isn't  all  mainte- 
nance, but we have, 
trouble    getting) 
things fixed.   We 
need          some 
vacuum 
cleaners. 
Joe: What ticks you" 
off about BGSU. anything? 
Sandy:   I don't really have an an- 
swer for that. 
Joe: What do you like best about 
yourJob? 
Sandy: The best thing, probably 
would be. the people that I work 
with, the students, and the employ- 
ees of the building.  I have a great 
relationship with them. I guess the 
friendships. 
Joe: What's the 
toughest part 
about your Job? 
Sandy: The toughest 




Joe:   What can 
students do to make your Job easier? 
Sandy: Well. I don't have a big 
complaint about that, but we do have 
a problem In 121 (West Hall) Some- 
times, they trash It pretty good. If 
they would Just throw the newspa- 
pers, pop cans In the wastebaskets. 
that would help us a lot. 
Joe: Do you ever feel like the admin- 
istrators don't give you the respect 
that your Job deserves? 
Sandy: Well, we don't really see the 
administrators that much.  I met Bob 
Martin at the Christmas Party.  He 
came and sat down at our table, 
asked about our families, what we 
were doing over Christmas break — 
that kind of stuff.  He was real nice. 
Joe: Have you ever got really upset 
at the higher-ups and purposely not 
refilled their bathroom tissue in the 
big-wig washrooms? 
Sandy: No. 1 guess I never worked 
where the big-wig washrooms were. 
Joe: You don't know the person that 
does clean Sidney Rlbeau's restroom, 
do you? 
. Sandy: Yeah. I know who she is. 
I    / Joe: Do you have Insights into 
*-*^\Rlbeau's hygiene habits? 
' Sandy: No. I've never heard 
her say anything. 
' Joe: What's the most 
fl^F unusual experience In your 
15 years at the University? 
Sandy: One time I found a bag 
of a student  while taking out 
^the garbage, and he sent me a poln- 
^settia. and that made me feel good. 
, Brian (D'Aurello) couldn't have 
_ done anything better, because 






blossom.  It has 14 blossoms 
on it. It's huge - as big a bushel 
basket, I would say. 
Joe: Wow. 
Sandy: I found other things that I'm 
sure was more valuable and I never 
even got a thank-you. You know, 
Brian is a special person, because he 
appreciated It 
Joe: How would people describe you? 
Sandy: Boy. I don't know. There's 
always some people that like you. 
and some people that don't for some 
reason. It's like being a doctor — 
some people like a certain doctor. I 
would hope that they say I'm 
friendly. I have four girls I worked 
with back In the early '60s. and we 
still write Christmas cards to each 
other. 
Joe: It's really cold out there, Isn't It? 
Sandy: Yes. Very cold. 
Joe: Do you have any questions for 
me? 
Sandy: IVe read your articles. 
Joe: What do you think? 
Sandy: I like them. I wonder how you 
think them up. 
Joe: Drugs. I guess. What do you 
think of campus safety? 
Sandy: I think they've done a lot with 
the shuttle bus and things. Of 
course. It gets a little scary up here 
once In a while when we have a nut 
loose, or whatever. 
foe Peiffer is ml M.C. 
Hannan, but he wishes he 
4jwere 
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Welcome to the Occupation. 
Tampa, Florida (WR) Is Florida the tip ol Occupied 
America? Between tourist warnings, carjackings, and 
senior citizens driving Lincoln Town Cars at 30 m.p.h., WR 




ment was to tell 
Bowling Green 
about a Playwriting 
workshop and about 
how Florida is the 
last outpost of 
humanity; a place 
where everybody 
feels The End 
coming, but says 
little about it. He 
didn 't buy the 
subject matter, but 
agreed to cover it 
from inside. He 
could not have fit in 
less. 
WR writer Joe 
Boyle was dispatched 
to Tampa, Florida in 
early January for a 
story regarding the 
Last Tango in 
America; a story that was supposed to be a sxveeping epic depicting the way life is in the southernmost 
parts of America. 
Boyle and his associates believed that there MM the possibility of finding a story about the 
Outpost Mentality that supposedly marks the state of Florida, and how that mentality was covered up in 
the guise of Good Times in Good Weather; a place when- Imv and loss are just about the same thing. 
Sources close to Boyle said to WR's Publishing Board tlmt after his trip, the subject matter 
"hit a little too close to home'for his taste, and that he would be incapable of completing the original 
story. •    \     .; •   . ^ c 
'foe nms a ttveokiJien he got home," said WR '$ source. 
The source confirmed that Boyle felt he would at least be able to cover the WordBRIDGE 
playwright's workshop front Hie perspective of an insider, due to his relationship with the Project 
Facilitator, Chris Connors* 
"foe and Chris have been friends for six years noiv, and Joe thought he could waltz into their 
theater and cover the event as if he was part of it," the source said. "He was dead wrong." 
"foe thought tlie keif to the story was his cursory knowledge of theater; that he could make 
enough conversational currency to buoy the story through, but he has really lost touch with the way he 
used to be." 
The source also said thai Boyle asked too many "journalist questions " and never really 
captured tlie spirit of his assignment; that everything he had relating to the workshop was "too de- 
tached" to give the story any life. 
WR seized Boyle's notes, as they were written on company paper, therefore being the physical 
property of the magazine. 
Bud Hamilton, a WR reporter, and former Revo Man, was sent to Boyle's fashionable East 
Side residence to retrieve the notes. Boyle gave them up only after Hamilton explained to him that the 
magazine would not survive without his material. He left Hamilton laith a cryptic story about his trip. 
"As I left the liouse, Joe said The story oftlie trip UHIS a failure. I found the Last Outpost and 
lost it. This is the Last Tango, Bud. I lost the edge down there, and my heart just isn't in anything.'It 
was the strangest thing It* ever heard, but it all seemed to make sense," Hamilton said. "Something 
happened to Joe while he teas down there, and it didn't fully come to pass until about the second week of 
classes here. He lost something." 
Boyle implored WR to run only his notes from the excursion, as he said that "any story would 
be futile, and could not possibly capture what happened to me down there." 
12-31-95 Valrico, Florida 
6:13 p.m. 
Getting ready to go to Jeremy's for New Year's. He's the producer and mak lead of 
Shakespeare in Paradise, the new film by my high-school friend Chris Connors. 
Somehow I ended up at a mall today, 
Florida-style. In the North, you just don't see 
people wearing lime-green sequined 
jumpsuits to the mall. Here, however, it 
doesn't look out of place. Things are done 
with style, color and flair down here. Over 
the top. 
"Washington is a city of northern 
hospitality and southern efficiency," 
—John F. Kennedy 
Kennedy could just as easily have 
been talking about Florida. You don't have 
the hayseeds walking up to you and politely 
chatting. Hell, the British government just 
added Miami to its list of dangerous travel 
areas, in the esteemed company of Beirut and 
Tripoli. Don't even try to get one of these 
rude bastards to do something fast or you will 
be met with a Death Clare. It took a young 
chap by the name of "O'Neal" nearly ten 
minutes to get me a medium Coke at the 
movie theater today. 
1-1-% Crosstown Expressway 
3:30 a.m. 
TAMPA.FLA is the HOME of Wonder Bread. 
At the author's adamant request the next three 
pages of notes were held. 
1-2-96 Beninger Center, Eckerd College 
11:19 a.m. 
How did 1 forget about the snakes? 























away from me and a brown snake, perhaps 
two feet in length. 
I guess these are the Perils of 
Paradise. With the warmer weather come the 
problems — vagrants on the corners, humid- 
ity to drive you crazy, southern politicians 
and snakes. 
1-3-% Beninger Center, Eckerd College 
5:13 p.m. 
Quote instructor: "Write down 
things that inspire you; things that are 
important to you. Talk to me if you want to 
use a graphical thing ... a visual aid." 
What?! 
If s nice to know bureaucracies the 
world over are all run the same way. If s like 
Op-Board for three hours — I'm OK, you're 
OK. 
"Here's what we need to do. Eat 
healthy, drink plenty of water, get lots of 
sleep." Thanks, mom, figured that one out 
already. That girl is going to make a great 
mother or wrestling coach some day. 
Oh Jesus, somebody said it. 
"Let's act professional. We've got to 
act like this is our job." 
Number one, we're all in college. 
Let's get that straight right now. If I was a 
professional going into a college organization 
and saw them running it totally profession- 
ally, I'd hang myself. It's called idealism and 
enjoying your youth, folks. Enjoy it while 
you can. Don't gel old and, excuse the word, 
bitter, before your time. 
1-5 (five is crossed out, a "6" in its place)- % 
Chris' Apartment, St. Petersburg 
2:03 a.m. 
I'm 21 today, and I feel like shit. 
Those first few Guinness were pretty good, 
the glass of Harp was good, but that Snake- 
bite has killed me totaled. I can hardly think 
right now much less write. 
I'm wondering where everybody is. 
The two of us are just watching the tube right 
now. Info-mercial. Super. 21 is everything I 
dreamed it. Florida is the last outpost of 






















Director and writer Chris Connors watches as his then-unfinished 





I should be airborne by now. The 
five Heinekens I drank are doing nothing to 
dull the throbbing pain in my heart. 
"I have found reality and I'm happy 
to say I've won out over it." 
—Jimmy Stewart, Harvey 
Fare thee well, Florida. I don't know 
when I'm coming back again. 
The Packers beat the Steelers today. 
They'll never survive next week. At this 
point, I don't know if I will. 
Please see OCCUPHJ 
FLORIDA, page 8 
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Masculine Movies... 
Guy movies. For most men, 
there is little need to explain what they 3/3 
are. They are the movies you know ev- 
ery word to, and you recite them 
whether or not you are the only person 
in the room watching them. 
Ladles do not seem to dig on 
reciting these movies ver batim. Guys 
do. Guys love to laugh at all the little 3/17 
Innuendoes in movies, but girlfriends for 
some reason don't seem to appreciate 
this. 
Although you have seen these 
movies dozens of times, you are com- 
pelled to sit and watch them wherever  3/24 
they should cross your path. In what- 
ever form. 
More often than not, it is the 
actors. Whether it is Bill Murray recit- 
ing his speech about caddying for the 3/31 
Dalai Lama or Bruce Willis "eliminating" 
some bad guy In Die Hard, there al- 
ways seems to be something spoken or 
done that guys need no explanation for 4/7 
to understand. 
So when Sunday night rolls 
around, and you do not feel like start- 
ing that homework Just yet, there is 
nothing more natural for a man to do 
than pop a movie Into the old VCR. For 
your viewing pleasure, 1 have created a 
rudimentary compilation of guy movies, 4/ j 4 
with appropriate seasonal references. 
2/4 The     Jerk    Bonus 4/21 
Trivia: What was the 
name of Steve Martin's 
dog? Rhymes with 
smithead. 
2/11 Tombstone   The best 
movie made In the nine- 4/28 
teen nineties. Check out 
the train number from 
the middle of the movie. 
2/18 Midnight Madness 
The best movie from the   5/5 
eighties that few have 
seen, but every man 
must see. 
2/2S Race for your Life 
Charlie Brown Chuck 
faces typical female op-  5/12 
presslon  and conse- 
quently loses the race. 
Naked Gun 
"Nice beaver!" When the 
Juice respected the law 
3/10 The Fugitive 
Hollywood Is obviously 
concerned with train 
safety awareness. 
Better Off Dead A 
classic of the eighties. 
"Imagine the street value 
of this mountain!" Lane 
Mayer (John Cusack) is 
the "Main welner man". 
Spring Break Deliver- 
ance Hope your spring 
break trip goes better 
than the one these guys 
had! 
Easter Silence of the 
Lambs Having some 
relatives over to eat for 
Easter? 
Major League "Hello 
everybody! This Is Harry 
Doyle welcoming you to 
another season of Indi- 
ans baseball." Why 
don't people outside of 
Cleveland wake up to 
this movie? 
Gbostbusters "Per- 
sonally I like the univer- 
sity, they give us money 
and facilities..." 
Beverly Hills Cop 
"Yo man, we ain't fallln' 
for no banana in the tail 
pipe." "You and Rose- 
bud here head to traffic 
duty." 
any one of the first 
four Wrestlemanla 
When wrastlln' was 
wrastlln'. Remember the 
Conquistadors? 
Exam Week Real Ge- 
nius Val Kilmer shows 
us the way to well 
rounded, uhh, educa- 
tions. "Run often?" 
"Only when chased." 
Summer Vacation Begins 
Summer School BGSU 
5/19 
5/26 
Is rumored to start Mark 
Harmon's grading phi- 
losophy. You be the 
judge! 
Caddyshack Prob- 
lems getting a tee time? 
"The twelve sons of the 
Lama, the flowing robes, 
grace, bald... striking." 
"You will have nothing 
and like it." 





















6/9 Father's Day 
City Slickers   Enjoy one 
with Dad! Billy Crystal 




Something to think about 
when Mom and Dad take a 
vacation. 
6/23Predator Arnold's obsession with 
"choppers" is revealed. 
"Go! Run! Get to the 
chopper!"? "Get Rameriz 
on his feet and get to the 
chopper." 
6/30 Bull Durham You get 
a free steak with this one. 
7/7 Reservoir      Dogs 
Tarantlno's best work. 
Maybe more classic lines 
here than in any other 
movie. Whoever 
thought Bump Bailey 
(the Natural) would turn 
into an ear-slicer? 
7/14 Dirty Harry 
Eastwood is a bad cop in 
a messed up town. "Yo 
man, I gotsta know!" 
7/21 Field of Dreams One 
movie you can never see 
enough times, unless, of 
course, you utterly hate 
VCR + Major Lead 
VCl 
baseball. 
7/28 Red Heat Arnold knew 
he could get the part when he saw his 
role's description: Huge foreigner with 
poor English skills. 
8/4 any Bruce Lee movie 
Come see why the cur- 
rent Miller Lite commer- 
cial is so damn funny! 
8/25 School Begins Animal 
House Really, do any 
of the local fraternities 
stack up? 
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Feminine Flicks 
Okay, the guys have had their fun 
reminiscing about the movies of their youth 
that have obvious influence on their growth 
as human beings. Even though this may be a 
frightening thought to many of us (as I listen 
to my friend recite yet ANOTHER line from 
the Ref for the fifth time in regular conversa- 
tion) women also must admit to their own 
ie = 
rV 
loss. While they slumber away with thoughts 
of Cindy Crawford dancing in their heads, the 
answer to that one vital question guys always 
seem to be asking is dangled in front of their 
faces. What do girls want? 
To help promote the further education of 
our fine young bachelors and provide the 
women with a list, a chick flick guide if you 
will. These are the top 
movies we feel they will 
enjoy along with a few guys 
might find a slight interest 
in, even if they don't want 
to admit it. 
1) Steel Magnolia* The 
MotherofallChick 
flicks... Promotes mother 
daughter bonding, content 
may be too deep or 
+ Bridges of Madison County= 
upsetting for the average 
male. 
+ 
genre of films  We are beings of intellect and 
emotion and these must be fed on a regular 
basis (along with a plentiful dose of Jean 
Claude Van Damme's butt shots). Our 
movies reflect life, love, and the never ending 
pursuit for the right man. They promote 
bonding and appreciation for the finer things 
I thaj^ou Brad Pitt). However these movies 
l.u Id' special  lement.. the ability to keep a 
gu)**B>rested enough to sit through it. Their 
2) While You We're 
Sleeping While we were 
watching the guys were 
sleeping, but an enjoyable 
warm fuzzy flick. 
3) like Water For Choco- 
late (or any foreign film) 
Now, this is a quote from a 
genuine male..."No male 
will watch a movie with subtitles...it takes too 
much work." However, men make the 
mistake, and miss out on a lot of naked bodies 
and for the intellectual, very strong interest- 
ing plots. 
4) Women On The Verge Of A Nervous 
Breakdown Now I know the foreign flicks 
were already mentioned, but this is another 
one that is a must for the female movie 
agenda. 
5) An Officer and A Gentleman Back in the 
day! Richard! Whew! Jean Claude couldn't 
hold a candle to this sensitive, handsome 
man! 
6) Bridges Of Madison County Guys, we are 
asking. No WE ARE BEGGING!!!! See this 
movie! This is the ANSWER to what we want 
in a man. I can't get any more obvious than 
that. 
7) Thelma and Louise Even when Brad Pitt 
was a nobody, he could touch my 
body-anytime. 
8) Waiting To Exhale Males Beware! Bitter 
women scorned and on the rampage! Perfect 
post break-up flick for women. 
9) Little Women  If it were titled "Little 
Women...With Guns" then we probably 
wouldn't have to drag a guy to see it. None- 
theless, a great remake with top notch 
actresses portraying some of the first 
struggles for independent women. 
10) Aladdin and the Lion King "" Guys may 
actually enjoy these the first time around 
(don't let them fool you, they are always 
suckers for good cartoons) or maybe it has 
something to do with the fact Darth Vader is 
the voice of the father in the Lion King. 
11) When Harry Met Sally (Meg Ryan 
movies) When guys first realized how well 
women can fake it. Scary isn't it. 
12) Four Weddings and A Funeral As if one 
wedding wouldn't send a guy packing, try 
three more. A perfect movie for women who 
want to understand better the inner workings 
of the male mind...or why they won't commit. 
13) Before Sunrise Even though its looking as 
if Ethan Hawke might want to invest in the 
SoloFlex machine, this is a nice American 
version of a foreign film-minus the sub-titles. 
Still guys might find the lack of heavy sex and 
violence a little boring. 
14) Raising Arizona Chicks relate to the need 
to nurture, guys pick up on the one 
liners   "Okay then" we've found one both 
genders might agree on. 
15) Muriel's Wedding Guys vomit while 
chicks cheer at the revival of ABBA the 7tt» 
band that so eloquently sang of malerfemale 
relationships! 
This movie says "Take A Chance On Me"! 
16) Threesome A new and interesting 
approach to relationships in the 9ffi. (if any 
male admits to enjoying this film, Cathy and 
her roommate would like to meet you.. You'd 
be too much man for just one). 
17) Rudy Remember Mikey from Goonles? 
He** M cute as ever in this touching story of a 
young man pursuing his dream to play 
football for Notre Dame. "'Bonus Movie"* 
Guys WILL watch this one, and if you are 
lucky you may see the rare occurrence of 
them actually shedding tears  thus making it 
an ideal chick flick for just that purpose. 
18) Point Of No Return One of the top 
movies that should teach guys that we are 
much tougher than we look, and we can also 
enjoy a good action flick. 
19) The Aliens Series Another flick that 
shows women can defeat huge gut eating 
aliens, and still have a sensitive side. 
20)How To Make An American Quilt the 
daughter to Steel Magnolias with a Ws 
attitude.  A mother daughter bonding flick- 
Guys don't bother, but try picking up if s 
male counterpart Field Of Dreams for 
bonding time with dad. 
Masculine Movies was written 
by Tom Denk, a sophomore 
Sports Information major. 
Feminine Flicks was written by 
Cathy Raidl and Alianna Dias, 
junior Graphic Design majors 
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& ^_^Clip N Save ^p^= 
Txr 
Try to study on the weekends 
just do a better job of being 
brutally honest about things. At 
home, one would never end up 
spending al night talking to 
someone they barely knew, yet it 
seems I spent every night 
talking to someone new. 
Outside of an 
Alvordson's grocery down here, 
I talked with some hilljack guy 
about smoking, and how 
cigarettes cost too much. No 
pretentious glances, no second 
thoughts, just a couple of guys 
talking about smoking. 
In the very same 
parking lot, I talked with a 
friend of Chris' about the 
differences of Northern Racism 
and Southern Racism. He 
claimed that the only reason 
damn near every road down 
here is a toll road is because that 
keeps "poor" (read "different") 
people out of their Great Bastion 
of Caucasion Behavior. The 
man, a Buffalo native, said the 
racism down here is more subtle 
in some ways, but more obvious 
in others. 
Well, shoot, obviously 
it's more pronounced. Just 120- 
odd years ago we had a little 
war about that, and in the last 
generation, it finally got close to 
being won. But it's painfully 
obvious that the Race War has 
still not been won by the people 
who are oppresed by the 
majority. 
THIS SATURDAY NIGHT 
Tfo© ©n© Ey©(dl Show 
©Jass5© Ro©& At Its F5ari©©t 
$2.00 
21 & over 
$3.00 
UNDER 
LOWEST BEER PRICES IN BG 
Hours: 6:00 A.M. -Midnight 
Monday - Saturday 
Sunday Service 8:00 A.M. - 4P.M. 
$2.00 Fare 
For Persons 4-64 Years of Age 
$1.00 Fare 
For Elderly (65*), Handicapped Persons, & Children 4-13 w/ Adult 
Transit ID. Card Required" 
•Available at Granrs Administrator's Office, 354-6203 
▼ 




Please let driver 
know how many 
parsons wi be 
riding 
FOR RESERVATIONS: 354-6203 










0D0T S FTA 
Hell, even the wars 
between the sexes seemed to 
have many more levels in Florida 
than they do here. 
In BG, it seems pretty 
clear to everybody that there are 
two types of Significant Others; 
those who are used for one- 
night-stand hormone workouts 
and those who one will stay 
committed to forever. With this 
in mind, I was shocked to 
observe that the lines are regu- 
larly crossed. In St. Pete, it seems 
that "love" is the codeword used 
to get sex just about all of the 
time, whereas up here it seems 
that sex is something expected to 
have either no connection or a 
strong connection to the idea of 
love. 
Call 1 hour before service is needed. 
Joe Boyle is a junior non- 
journalism major and 
editor of WR. He wants to 
thank the Connors and 
the Darts for their hospi- 
tality, and Bud Hamilton 
for not beating him up. 
OSM 
"Whm the praisei go up 
the Millings MrfU tome down" 
Saturday. Fabruon/3.1996 
3:00 p.m. to 600 p.m. 
KotxxMf Hall 
TWuts FREE Mr BGSU studtnn 
S3 00 Iw Adults 
Cnlkttn Under l*n admitted FREE 
Purchase or pickup nctoti 
at Kabacker oox attic* 
Dov*no Jones 
Wjcob Mokonnan 
Attain American VWCM of 0SU 
> jonw * rroapanv swjm MitaMM 
AK-47 
MkiMor of Cararnortaj: 
Boar DoMd Roberts 
Urns. Onto 
CO FALCONS! 
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A Scan Photos onto disk to save 
▲ Color Printing 
A Collating & Binding Services 
• UPS Authorized 
Shipping Outlet PJB^ 
• FED EX Authorized |UpS) 
Ship Center ^^ 
FedEx trademarks 




Just who is Swampy? 
Yes, it's the question on 
everyone's mind. 
Two years ago, the tal- 
ent known as Swampy 
was discovered by Mike 
Cook, an Insider staff 
writer. 
Swampy had his brash 
with fame before his 
career was cut short by a 
change in the magazine. 
However, in January, 
1996, discovering there 
was a shortage of jobs 
for journalistic cartoons, 
Swampy asked WR's 
staff if he could rejoin 
the staff as Interim 
Photo Editor. We were 
happy to oblige. 
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py HOURS 11-1 
NITE LADIES N/7F „ 
FREE POOL 7-11P.M? 
TE COLLEGE ID NITl 
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YOU MAY QUALIFY FOR A TOTAL OF 1/2% 
DISCOUNT ON THE ABOVF. STATED RATES 
IN ONE OF TWO WAYS: 
1.) A down payment of 20% is being 
provided instead of the 10% slated in 
the loan term for purchase money, 
vehicle-collaleraiizcd loans only. 
OR 
2.) You haver two out of three: Active 
checking account, VISA, or Min. S2O00 CD. 
Call us for additional information: 
352-0787 




Key n o H 
Books can be picked up at 28 West Hall 
Monday-Friday from 9:00 A.M.- 5:00 P.M. 
A limited number of books are also for 
sale and are bursarable. 
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Laearut Man "Canto Drive' 
(m Stereo) I 
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Frstlul en Dears' (In Stereo) 
NHL Hockty Pittsburgh Penguins at Detroit Red Wrngs From me Joe Louts Spons 
Arena (In Stereo Live) I 
CD Buckeye Outdoors Movie: •• -Teen r*orii985. Comadyl Metael J Foi A 'an-iy curse lurns a hrgnsenco'sluOenl m'o a werewce If. 
American Gladiators (hi 
StefMI 
U.S. Customs: Clasalied 
(In Stereo) 
Star Trek: Voyager 
-Irrrtstvjkf tin Stereo) ! 








Movie: •• "Trfen rVoiT(l985. Comedy) MrcraelJ Foi A 
tamiiy curse turns a high.school student nto a werewo* X 
MOV*: • •'.■ -rheKara*r<0-(1964,Dmri«|AJtpt«t»t 
h'-?,~?n IBMftM a teenager to Selena -i~sc» 
'rest! Prince 
ol Bd Air  : ^toreo)* 








Benny Hill Movie: • '7ap«cr |1982. Comedy) Scott Baa A *b 





Mytitry Science Theater 
ESPN 
Sporlscenlet College Basketball Temple at George WasMvjton |IH| CcdMge Batkinaa Wisconsm<3reen Bay al WngN 
Seata •[„. 




NFL (R) ■ 
Irlovit: -rnetVraim-(l9M)Aganglea«r 




Comedy] Dudley Moore PGI3 I 
•ovra: ••• "SB/ Trek » The WratlOfKhl 





Dive World Cottage StakujjaH Soutnem limes al Soutnwesl 





:oittge Basketball Perm Stale al Km (In) Ccatge Basketball One at 
IratafOh: 
iCIFI 






Trailer P»k Movie: ••', ItCame from Outer Space"|l953) A 
meteor crash signals tie amval ol eitratenestrals 
Movie: TtCeme From Outer Space IT(I996| A spacecratl 
crash lands near a smaa desert community 






'Turnabout- fin Stereo! I 
Movie: •••• -The SMrcfrtrs'(l9S(. Western) John Wayne. JeHtrey      IMovie:..', "Voung Guns (1988 
Hunter A Civil War hero spends five years searcheig lor his nrece I      |Westem) Emeo Estevez |m Stared) 
SATURDAY EVENING 
Baaa.tW.miMeWiTHVIa.^ 
BROADCAST   STATIONS 
CD Newt 1. CBS News Wheel ol Fortune 1 
Cash 
EipJoaion 
Dr Quinn Medicine       iTouched by an Angel 
WOtaw'1>ad or At*-   |"The Incago Angei T 
WtHer. Tliat Ranger 
-The Return ol URuV I 
Newt ' juter Limits "The 
itttatBa Rfi Bawiol I 
N.qiit Slar-n 
(InSereo) 
CD News : ABCWId Entertainmtnt TrjrHoht (inSteiec X 
Hudson 
Slreel " 
Jen           |etow:eee-Sr*sn'(19M)AcJsrjrir>wWed 
Foiwonhy Ibuwessma" struggles to protect a merma-3 X 
News i: wovrt: Snala*o-(l968)AEurop!an 
luntmg parry has a run-n wret Apaches 
G) Amtrican Telecast NBCNtws 
Balrwatc^ 
IheW:   ■ 
Hk Show 
IK' 
JAG li Raobcorrmxtsa iHopet 
Los Angetes street gang    GturiaX 
rlomt 
Court ' 
Sisters DM Baal Mast 
lln Ste-ecl t 
Frtsh 
Prmct 
Saturday Night Live (In Stereo) I 
89 Magic School Bus Ntwton't Apcttir 
Lawrence V< 
H ili ' HI 
fat Man in 
France X 
lOOOtHt   lAclAgamttVKilence Hep Wanted Seven 
Garden X    vokmtttr-centered commuruty-based organrzalcns ?S*m 
AutlinCityLimrtsBB 
Kng" (In Skate) 
(OflAIrl 
© Travels in Europe Embroidery Studio Lawrence Wel> Show Belreve rn Music 
Movie .... Ci0renltant"(l9»l.Orama]Oison 
Wetes dassc about a pubtshtr's nat to power 
Mcivierrujkers The An ot 
Actng" 
kryterry!   Inspector 
Uc«se-lPaitTol2)I 
Sneak [OflAJrl 
© Ikwsata: Tht Legendary Joumeyl 8 
Stinltld ■B   1 Homt Improve Cops {In Banal PA Cope         |Ar»arica'ttlotlWanltd :Weas-I   ilri§erto)I Sighlnga (In Stereo) Mad TV (In Stereo) I Land'a End "Lung Arm ot tie Law" (In Starao) I 
CD Eitroordinary Highlander The Serias 'Timeless (InStertot 
Hitchhiker A -..:«■        lOuter UeaiU "The 





High School Baskttbtll Leipse at Pandora Geboa 
IS) Star Trek Deep Space Nine -Hrppccraoc Oath" Simpsons (In Sleieo: Rottannt im Stereol Movie .. "ftir^Arademy"(l984)Apolee r>caaari)y rjpens as doors to some motley irnsfas News kTA'S'H X 
Movie ••'. "The Jerk" (1979) Sieve Martin. AT 
ncredory stupe) rrvsn stumbles rto good lortune 
COM mair" Monty Python Kids in the [Comedy Hart             Network 1 Lounge LiiarSlRI Dream On Or. Katt Therapiit The Critic -I A Jay" Amtrican Comedy Awards |R) alette: 7aorjeo"(l982|Alabaccoini grves a ttan-agtr lalaluhalic powers 
ESPN 




women's Basketball USA Naironal Team at Teias 
Tech From Lubbock. Tesas |l*e) 
Coatgt Baskttbaa Mrrmpha at Uluental. (Lara) SporUctnler :: AIM 
Racing 
HBO 
IS.4S)alovii: tet'l "Star Trek IV The Voyage 
►tome" (1986 Science Fiction) Wilkam Shatner PG 
Uovw ..'.  Star TrekGeneraWns"(l9W) The 
Erttronst craw encouraaii a rjarangaa tcatrarst "PG1 
Comedy Hour: Paula 
Pc«vJsfcne 
Boimg Marco Antonio Barreravs Kennedy 
McKmey (In Stereo Live) X 
SC tffiL. Thorough, bred Action Coach Bob Vafvano Scoreboard Central CaviFaet   INBABeatataal ClevelandCavakersatMiavaiateBucks From Break         [Brao»r Centet (Lara College Berakttball Mehrgan at Coo Stale 
SCI Fl 
T«kw«r Bedemptton (R| Twilight 
Zone ' 
Uonstert Movie: Blocoslone Sucspec«3 itW3)Aghoulisn 
vamprrt continues hrs guest lor a woman's soul 
llai Headroom Baby 
u'DCa:s   :n Sle-e:. B 
Twilight 
Zone " 
Monsters      Movie: .. -SkvJdJ.'ow 
|Subspec.s« (19931 
USA & leovrt: •• •'; "On Hard (l988. Suspense) Bruct Wrtrs An orhcer singlt-harvjarjy takes on a band ol terrorists iln stereo) X Weird Science i' r55efl Duckman (In Stereo) 
Weekly 
World' 
klov... . PiycholV rrW8eormg'(lB90. 
Suspense) Antrony Panurts (In Starao] 
SUNDAY MORNING 
taaaTJal II1 '■■TT '■■Tl' 'MMi1 'MmF.i.>mmf*.-jmm.w.>mm.f*:iMmjj'jmmi*:\mmiw.mmvff.'jmmifv.mi 
BROADCAST    STATIONS 
© 3 00' Homt Shopping Sprit 






Kenneth Copeland tin 
Stereo) 
Sitrtraty llgfrattg Edicts ot poor tcervorrry 










Your Mind 4 
Body « 




Paid Toledo Up 
Front 

















Today, 1- BMO  1 Meet tw 
Prise t 
(OtlAir) 3arney a 
Friends I 
















{m Stereo) I 

























© l4CCi Movie: "tnoesi'ucr 
tadarUen Prate Boitfi) Cakeotrwa 
Dreams 
Animal Biker Mice 
From Mars 








Teknoman *e< Street 
Jrm 
© Growing Pains 
tsVour 
Business 
Hour cf Potrar (hi Slarto) 
X 




















Paid ktyattry Scstrrct Thttaar 3000 N</< ot the Blood 






















frt* Ganeratons" (1994) X 
Movlt. ...   Mr IVcrwrTu.   (1993) Matt D«on Aman 
Ines to marry of ha ei-wes lo escape akmony. *PG.I3' X S»ey(R)I 
WnardulOl 
(In Slereo) I 
Itnit: 'Bom»BelV'icr'|i995)ASeatt« 
















Final Scora Dive World 
|R| 
SalngU.S 










































(Vi Starao) X 
Eacaauad 






BROADCAST    STATIONS 
CD Lerranaga Skiing Dj-rj-.«Relays From Keystone. Cdo I College Basketball Alabama at Syracuse (live) I 
PGA GoN Pebble Beach National Pro-Am - Fmal Round FromMome'ey Cakt (live) 
CD Decorator Showcase Coach Larry Grown Coach Randy Avert E«1remitts (In Stereo) College Basketball Massachutels al Xavier. (live) Cortege Basketball Marquerte al Turane (live) 
€D (MOO) MM thtPretl It Editor! NBA Showtime S- NBA Basketball New York Kmcks at Indiana Pacers From Market Square Arena ILrve) X 
NtA Basketball San Mono Sou's at Orlando Magic' From Orlando 
Arena ILrve) Jt 
Q> 









One on One 
Mcleughlin 
Group 
Nova B 29 Frozen n Tme 
(In Sleieo) 1 







Lawrence Wtlk Show i 
Bekeve n Music' 
Movie: aett "Crfnen 
Kane"ll94l!OrsonWeles 
CD INFL !*■ Praeonte 
Movie:. -PoK»<c**myS Assrorvrm Alum i Beach" 
11988 Ccnedyl George Gaynes. G W Bailer 
Movie: te FtevenM o( rhe »r»n» « rVera n Paradise" 
[1967 Comedy) Robert Carradrne. Curtis Armstrong 
Movie: ... •*fotjrXS»"(l9S7|PewrWelei Amunfered 
pol-ceman returns as a erme-smashrg cyborg 
CD Travel Travel n 
LkMM Side This Weak in 





Working      IMaan Floor 
Woman 
Lileatytee *ghSchooHeeketbtll Leesical 
Pandora G*oa (R) 
Dance TV 
© Transition ejnericen Gladiators (In 
Stereo » 
Motta:*.'. S*,«rhi«ic«r-(l9e3IRoyScrieider A 
pokce pilot is chosen lo test-tty a hnh-iech chopper 
Uovtett'r "Assassri4tlr>i"|1987)Crw.rlet8rrjnson An 
agent uncovers a plot to assatseale the first lady 
Fresh Prince 
ol Bet-Air g 
SlepbySlep 
in Stereoi tf 




Movie .. -Secr«A»nirBr-(19B5|C ThomasHowell A 
love letter taKs into the wrong hands and craales havoc 
Saturday Night Live Saturday Night Live Jjs!' 
Patric 
Saturday Night Live 
,--:rT v.«'tt 
Saturday Night Live Jet 
Daniels 
ESPN 
IllWISporllweeldy Hanaro: Humm inbud 
BassnRace 
Skiing 24 Hours ol Aspen Srlliards WPBANalronal 
Criampionshrps Fmal 
NASCAR Winston Cup: 
Before They Go Green 
Horse Racing Charles 




(1045) MovM:   Howaro 
8a«cr) Case tor Afurder" 
Movie:... -rVtT(l9»4)JocM Foster Two doctors 
invade a backwoods wonvent rtcuted exrstence PG-13' 
laovie: . •';   fir from Home. The 
ArMntuneof yellow Ocg"(i995) VQ X 
Movie:.. -n»Scouf"(i994 Comedy 
Drama)AJberi Brooks PG-13'I 
Movie   bVvn 
1 bV » • 
SC 
Skiing I   ; 
Pn I0U :" 
(Live) Women's Cc4lege BatMtbell lllrnors at Urcrvgan "uibol 
tkavawa(R) 





Space: 1199 Collison 
Course" 
Starman Bamers" U.F.O. The DaWek Affair Movie: • •'. -A»gjror'(19r». Horror) Robert Fouler. A 
monstrous man-eatng sewer alligator lerroraes Chicago 
Movie: •• "Seeopwp*" 









Cops   1- 
Movie:..'j "l^i»w"(l992!Mimi Rogers A Iconics 
oapedrwt a dangerous rlevjwitS a married man I 
Movie: •• "7r»Maur>mgcrSee^rVvr(l9MHorror]A 
ghost plagues Itwnrawownersolabed-and-rjreaktast X 
call 372-8086 




The $23.95 can be 
billed through the bursar. 
SUNDAY EVENING 
^mm'W.<mm^:mmti'.mmtAjmm.w.mm.f¥.:mmM'.<mmj*:\mmvR\.<Mmvif--jMuiKijMui^:iMU¥-KijMm¥**.:\i\ 
BROADCAST   STATIONS 
CD News n CBS News M Minutes .In Stereo) X Cybm *! Sfereol X Almost Perfect I Mow): The Soys ,Ve.i Ocw" (1996) Four mertae, cftrelenged men adapt to kfe rn a group home X ""' Gufi«*Tioke 'Gunrunners
-' To Be 
Announced 
CD NFL Football Pro Bowl From Honolulu lUve) X Movie: 'KJctrM Fary»?r!5" (1996) Casey Sander A Gam d worn lOBaae; ON r aa a paaMigM peine NewaX ST4 Forever Knight   Tne Games Vampires Play 
© Williams TV NBC News Atlantis The Lost Continent .In Stereo) X Mad Aboul YouX Newsr**o (In Stereo) Movie: -uWrwr's Travels" (1996. Fanlasyl A man Ukes an eiliaotanafy journey through tour realms X Deed Cart Edrtofs MW:„9 Money Oh the issue 
m jwrence Weil Show Bekeve m Must'' Great DrivtS (In StefW) (Part 10.5)1 Nature Domesticated and wild parrots (l» Stereo) I Mo enrols ee Theatre "The Fnal Cut (Part l ol 2) I Today I let QuMtion of Equality (Parl4or4) (OflAIrl 
€E> 5 00) Movie Xtotn tear* .... '11941: Austin Cttj Umitt B.B King" (In Stereo) Nature Oomeslicaied and wMparrots (toSMrao)X Mraeiarplici Theatre The Final Cut" (Pan l ol 21X Viewers Choice (OflAIrl 
63 Slar T-ek V P""       , lp*n:Abovtand Beyond TSriever No More Simpeona i fe-ro Mertm in Ste-ec   1 Married With Married With Slar Tret: Deep Space Nine Ciossflrirl Movie: ...'i   MoorWvcK   i'9i?7)Cher Awidowed Brooklyn bookkeeper la*s lor her fiance's orolher. 
CD World ol National Geographic Eltrtfflisll tin Stereoi or* U3S" ftr Beverly rtillt.90!IOiln Storeoll Movie: .tv •C4ya'Hope"|l99l)VncentSpanc Filmmaker John Sayles dark took al urban America (OflA») 
@D Scar Trek: Voyager leMeaM il" BMiao] ir Coach I- Stereo) X Roseanne p Stereo) Slar Trek Deep Space Nine Ciosstire I Nome Improve Home Improve. Newt Sports Xtra M-A-S-HI "urphy Brown 1 Slraiohl Talk* Kenneth Copeland 
COM 





tetter fata rntothavrrrjrrkinanas and creates havoc 













5 30'Senior PGA Golf Royal 
Cartjoaan Classic - Fna Round 
Sports- 
center 
NHL Hockey Chicago Blacknawks at Mighty Ducks ol Anahem From the Pond 
n Anaherm. Cakt iLivel 





(5 45) Movie: ee "Bom to Be rVntf 
|l995Aoventure>WI Hornet! PG I 
Shake- 
speare 
Mravia: e t' i -S*>nf Far [1994) An auttstc youtl et 
ihe one/ witness to a double murder tin Stereoi PC X 
Movie: ... TV«r(1984)Joc«e Foster Two doctors 
ir.vaoe a oackwoofls *oma~ s .scjted ens'ence n. 
Dentife 




College      [Thorough- 
Basketball  [bred Action 
Women's College Bas*el sell PttvJll st Pen-. State College Basketball Tulsa at Bradley ILrve) BET* Scoreboe'd Cantral WorMtt s CoHeoe B.skeiMIt 
SCIFI 








Alien Nation The Red 
Room' (In Stereo) 
WarottheWorlde to 
Heal me Leper" &fts Monstarj Amazing    lAmazing SlonMX   |storietS 
USA 
Movie:...   TheRoddfoGa'Vesron-il99r3)A 
endow takes m three women with Aattemer s disease 
Murder. She Wrote i-. 
Stereo) X 
Renegade  The 
TateaiSn- (In Siereo) I 
SlIkSttlrkingelRMl- 









BROADCAST    STATIONS 
CD Newt I CBS Newt Wheel of Fortune! Jeopardy' 9SSH Cant Hurry Lovel \SSx High           [Chicago Hope Hearts Sooetyl   land lftos"l»i Stereo) I NewtX Last Show Tak srvj« host Larry KrngX &H" 
CD Nntra ABCWId Newt Ent TranigM Hard Copy Second Noah "Ptor I Wow'ThtMoel             |MurrJerOrie"Chapler'2 Aweeome Ada on Earth |(ln Stereoi X NawaX Niohtinw it Cheert « Tempeitt 
G> rAewt NBC Newt Copt (In Mas] a Moal Warned Lance Budon: Matter MagJclanllnSlereolI Movie: -Giatver's TrjvM"(l996. Fantasy) A man lakes an eitraordnary foumey through lour rearns I afA-S-HI Torwgfil Show (in Stereo) Me3o! 
CD PreGED Pawling isssr NewtnrjurWitlJrm Lanrerl lie! Century Jet "The JuldivjollharTri Maattrclecs Theetre "The FrnalCuT Lkguharl baititt Makepeace for tteatrthc of the party I Easltnoers EttlEnders EtslEndtrs Oft Air 1 
CD NtwthourV Hi Jim LatmrX BSBL America I Jilt Century Jot   The Bi*)mg of the TTT X Mat*ari»ect Theetre The Dot'iesMa«epe3celor-?ara FrnalCut'Llrojlhart rshrp ol Ihe party I KL Charht Rota (In Siereo) nslruc- lional 
CD Nome Improve. Simptont (In Siereo) MnMdJIn Stereo) I Coach (in SlereC'X •Wrote Place B*y cuts Brooke out ot n« Ui. AJyoa tecrprocales Peters eternal (at Stereo) X ptiSlereo) Star Trek. Voyager -MetT (In SlereoVX Married.. Will. «ght Court 
CD sar Dtnoaautt (In Siereo) nr* LAPD(ln Star Trek: Voyager Uetf ilnSlereoTx Notmere Man "Forever Jung" (In Stereo) I PreaeBoa    Ruth [limoaugh Country MUIKOSA Journal PreaaSoa Paid Program 
QD (InSiereo) Roaaahna (In Siereo) Homt tmprrwe. Home Improve. Star Trek: Voyeger "Mekf" (In SWerjyi Nowhere Man Forever Jung" (In Stereoi I Newt » Married WUh Star Trek: T) Gerwrtboni • Neat InSlereolI 
CABLE   STATIONS 
SeoKaVa^Tracey^ 
Fabutout     UaVnan 
1 
COM jhandtmg iSmS 
PoWcalKi   iDrtem On 
Lint? 
Drop-          DreemOh    ThtCrttic    Poeee>rra«ly 
Donkey                         "L A Jay'     Incorrect 
Saturday Night llvt        OreamOn 
ESPN 





um/ai Long Beach St 
HBO 
5»)Movst:... 'ArVfecfnWlir(1993) Abo, 
begns to admire the tscaped con who ludnapped nm 
Movkt: eee "Cauen r (1995) Stephen Ret A 












^ategt natkttval Vran. Umon al Norton Stale 
(L»ir 
Tribe Take 1: Hot Stow EoHon teaaasFrgtarwohialihe irtat western Forum 
FimtirttmoirM (Uvt) 
SOH 









Senea i In Stereoi K5 Bonteart "flarin" Ogenejm Loan Dreams - February 28.1979" I 
USA 
neneaaae Denol 
Threvee-(H9ereo)I SSC,«x §58,5 Hjtroav.StaWrata nhurtrJay'tChwT X WWF Monewyrtght Raw ■^ppnii. l^^fr•,R,o" Highlander ThtSenet T£ye tor an Eye" X 
BG's larsest 
selection of world 
class imported 
beers!!! 
soi TII sun c; 
...Mill 1(1   llll   l'\ltla  M.KIS 
737 S MAIN 352-8639 








1096 N. Main 




















































00 I 8:30 ^jO^^M I iftTBTTT 
C>r(l9e6) Ton Spelro, Money 
end glamour kin a Sudani no ma escort b&rn«» 
iK'111 R0JII BIM.KLOJI HHJ 
The Client "The Mom™ 





SterSoYx £' Rock- 
(InSWeol raoTnB 
FvjtHers- 










Lake Stow Actrasi Joan 
Coeris.(ln"  SlereoIX as.1? 
Tonight Snow (kl Stereo) 
(iSteVeo) 
ftor«lrrraProrllrrJr«b-aOorr«xi«Jr*nSaW«ndrrro 
vckms d ho aUoks on ktsssechueetts heath ana 
Fie»e*«l Profiles antMbtrtionat John Sehiandtwo 
narni« Ms snacks on Massachusetts heath ethics. 
Movie: "»look! CouB rul From He Fees <y 
<™rai»awW«n»rr(l9«)rWor«>SabaloJf 
Hoasha 
oVMIfl  I 
OS* IjUll SWif**" hlorJuaHea? 
fever* De** 
On    Dr.Katt 
555-Her    Therepiet 
nwctec
Search! 
n»CrWc     American Comedy 






ICheeweRoee (In Slereo) 
Star Trek: The 











CoUege Basketball kxkana al Uarasola (In) 
Uovia: eo'4 Tr»»Vra*V(t9a5, 




Escondoo- (In Sleieo) X 
Cm Gene 
Una 
N8AB.   . 








Coeage Baokelhaa Arkansas al Masascpi Stale 
(live) 
Movie:..', "Sr*rra»Ganaratt««-(l9»4)Ir. 
Enterprise craw encounters a deranged toerw. PG' 
flew       lltoirai: a'^loraIs a Gun-(1994)AMntognpr«r> 
TekeeOn..  the pome suspect in a models murder R' X 
I: BMIKI Catfcs at Cleveland Cavaliers. From Gund 
WrnaaOn 
Stereo|X 
sssa1-'* Mann a Machete "Dating Game" v 
MuroV, She Wrote (in 
Slereo) I 
Saturday Night Live 
Sportaoarrler I 
H«C»0lllt|8parl»airleiionTV 











C*ra Find Hour Cents 
alCavalers 
Quantum Leap (in 
Sereoll 
MpNndirThfStlw* 
Trie Zone" (In Swreo)B 
m WEDNESDAY EVENING 
MEIMbllMA 7:30 I 8:00 I 8:30 I 9:00 I W 
















•nil: eeVr In me Lite 0/ Ouv n» r»«m 

























Fronwara (ki Slereo) I 
SctaraMc AawjnCan 





Under Fm. Trulhl 








Gongs" (In Slereo) X 
Eaal German lamwn pM 1 aamg escape via beloon 
Itsr 


















Cmieain Trie Hum 
■uSc%A 
Sponaxn 
jj".     *«"ICoi«t 
St» Trek: The Nerl 
Generekonl 





"The Bonrc Cnmnar 
Renegade "Cop lor a 
Day" fm Stereo) T 





I Selcn Hal al Rutgers. (Uve) 
ttoiret: Tiflolfw A»TriSljr-(l996, 





Murder, She Wrote 
Lady" lln hnoj 
ahnn 1 Uachme "WaW, 
Waler, Everywhere1" 
OnMOri   Tracey 
(In Slereo)    Tehee On 
jllnlUl 
Hovta: •<« -reeT(19S.) JorJeFooer Two doctors 
■wide a bKttooda woman's aaewO ealence. X 
Hoops USA 
Friday the 13th: The 
Seriae (In Slerr-o) 
•foeW: g*n»l»*ie««. rtrWaO* Saw" (1994 
Drama) Ma Kon. EUI Nurm (In Stereo) X 
Sports 
NrV. 











1 6:00 1 6:30 1 7!iWa 1 7Vi 1. ft.ftA I O.if, 1 IJ.AA 1 W 
3ADCAST    STATIONS uuautimiuauamMMuumMaBtmjEaaMUcauM\ 
U) wneeioi Fortune X 1*""" wuroer. bne wrote "Murder Among Fnends" Heecue111 (in Stereo)X *• Hours (ki Stereo) X Newsl Late Show (H Slereo) X LaleLate 
ShowX 
CB ntomX ABCWM News Enl Tonight Hard Copy World Videos More Stars MEM "8owjio^iW|i9W.OVima)ATreast«y ■gent las one week 10 and a comraoe's bears. I NeweX Nkshtknel CheersI Ternpeett 
© Mm NSC News Cops (In Slereo) X Hoet Wanted Fnende[ln Slereo) X »«» Swraojx Carolina in the City X BI"ThePjr«Trieig"(ln Stereo) X rA-S
-H I Tonight Show On Slereo) UetMaht 
(In Slereo) 
© Ocaenua Business Report *wshour With Jim Lehrer I wad America fl MolorWaek (In Slereo) aryaseryl 'inswclor Morse" (ParlTol 2) X Slereo) (Rrt? 01 MX MotorWeek IhSienol Charte Rose (In Slereo) lOflAir) 
ffl 









Shop Horse" (PanTot 2) x 
Cketl         IKoopingUp 
iJrvSd 
Charlie Roaa (ki Stereo) (OH Alt) 
© rtome hnprov* 1- SlTvr Seintetdjn Slereo) X CMChnn Sem)l: sDSI, Merbn(ln . Stereo)X New York Undercover "ToySoklers-(lnSleiR! (ki Slereo) Star Trek: The Next Qeneneton (In SMreo) X Yh* Night Court Pa-lcr?! 








mi Hocdey Detrol Red Wnos at Florida Panneis From Miami 














Dream On The Critic \ss Seturdey Night Liv. Valene Bermeli DreemOn 
ESPN 
UpOOM sponscenter                 icollege BaetMbMI llknoie al Perm Slate (Live) College Boaketboa Tulene al Louisvwa |Uve) SponecenterX LPBT 
Bowtrno 




coeege leakalbl WrsorraavMiwaukM al 
Cteve&nd Slate (Liva) 
Piece ollhe 10th Frame 
Garae        |(R) 
toopsUSA 
R)*^ 
Colega Reaaeeael UCLA al CaMoma (Live) 
ieffi? 
SCI Fi 
si asekon Dollar Han 
The Blue Fkan" 
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